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TSA calls
for action
“The numbers speak for themselves – in commercial laundries, on
the shop floor, the gender balance is 50:50. At board level it’s 80:20,
in favour of men,” says Emma Andersson, membership manager of
the Textile Services Association (TSA), which represents commercial

laundries. “The race ratio figures also are being reviewed and we
expect to see a similar imbalance.”
The TSA is launching a series of initiatives designed to help
re-balance the industry, to get more women and BAME employees
into management and board
positions. The association has
established a Diversity and
Inclusion working group. Its
vision is to change the face
of the industry, pushing a
more diverse and inclusive
approach, where balanced
leadership is the new norm.
Andersson is taking a leading
role in the initiative. “By
educating and empowering
individuals we can create an
environment where everyone
can thrive.”
The TSA is backing
its concept with action.
At a recent Diversity and
Inclusion workshop, attended
by directors and managers
representing commercial
laundries across the UK, a
series of tools and strategies
were discussed that could be
initiated within their own
organisations.
I n other moves, the
TSA signed up to the CBI’s
‘Change the Race Ratio’ back
in November 2020. Now the
association is undertaking an
industry survey to get a proper
understanding of the situation.
Once that’s analysed, TSA will
be using the information to
focus on areas where a positive
change can be achieved.
At the upcoming TSA
conferences and events there
will be more focus on a diverse
guest speaker programme,
and profiles of successful
inclusion stories will be
shared. There will also be a
drive to get women and BAME
employees to attend, as well as
a campaign to encourage them
to take part in training courses
to advance their careers and
personal development.
“We have to acknowledge
that there is work to be done
here,” says Andersson. “These
are the first steps on a long
journey. But we are moving
in the right direction.”

Ultimate EPoS for dry
cleaners & laundries
All the hardware, software, installation,
training & lifetime telephone support
you’ll ever need.
One single
payment or
fixed term lease.
*
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systems for
dry cleaners
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CLEAN
GREEN
ENERGY
SAVING
LAUNDRY.
If you’re looking for a more sustainable
solution to your business WASHCO can help.
As one of Miele’s largest UK partners we
oﬀer their complete range of WetCare
products; a gentle, environmentally friendly
method of drycleaning.
Requiring no solvents, Miele’s WetCare saves
you energy, reducing running costs and
enviromental impact whilst producing the
best wash results.
With purchase, renting and lease options
available, supported by service you can rely on,
call WASHCO today to see how we
can help.
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On Thursday 20 May the fire
brigade were called out at 1am to
Royal Jersey’s site in Dagenham
following a reported fire. The fire
raged through the night and CCTV
footage later showed that a cage of
clean folded linen ignited on the
loading bay shortly after 10pm.
As soon as managing director at
Royal Jersey, James Lincoln, arrived
onsite it was quite apparent that
there was little left of the building
or the stock inside. He called his
team to a meeting immediately to
kick their disaster recovery plan
into action and ensure that their
customers – predominantly five-star
luxury hotels across London –
suffered no impact to their service.
The robustness of their disaster
plan was evident when Lincoln
posted on his LinkedIn page within
24 hours that ‘I can confirm we are
now operating back to normal levels
of service!’
The outcome and speed to
service recovery could have been
far more devastating for both
Royal Jersey and their customer
base, but their ability to switch
quickly into disaster recovery mode
only highlights the importance
of planning for such unexpected
events. Their disaster recovery plan
included relocating all work to their
back up options, rescheduling staff
working patterns and getting all

Over a month since a fire
devastated Royal Jersey’s
laundry in Dagenham. The
team continue to work day
and night to keep things
on track and work with the
insurance company to start
the rebuilding process
their vehicles out to deliver and
take soiled items to the new laundry
processing locations.
The entire management team
also relocated to the new back-up
laundry and worked until 1am
to ensure the day’s work was
completed and customer deliveries
went ahead as planned.
Lincoln said: “The most
disappointing part of it all, and the

Laundry Efficiency recently won
the Federation of Small Businesses
(FSB) Environment Award in the
UK finals held in May and hosted

online by Clare Balding.
They have won the West
Midlands Regional Environment
Award for the last three years and

The trophy cabinet continues
to fill up for Graham Oakley and
the Laundry Efficiency team

Drycleaning and Laundry Sales and Installation
•Sales
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•Service
•Delivery and installation
Full range of machinery and parts in stock:
Hoﬀman New Yorker, Battistella, Fagor, Italclean
Contact:
T: 01277 810096
M: 07971833096
W: www.ims-unitsteam.co.uk
Arrange a visit to our showroom
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rise like a phoenix!”
On his LinkedIn page the day
after the fire, Lincoln said: “We
successfully bounced back from a
bomb hitting our previous factory
and we will bounce back from this
in record time stronger than ever!
“A huge thank you to everyone
who reached out to me and my team
yesterday to offer support and help
where needed!”

Laundry Efficiency scoop national environment award
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only part that didn’t go to plan, was
when a march in central London
on the Sunday delayed us getting
to the Dorchester on time having
worked day and night and putting
in 18 hour shifts to get everything
back on track!
“We are proud of how quickly
we reinstated service. They say the
harder the climb the better the view,
and I and Royal Jersey am about to

From
the
editor
Clothing rental has hit the
headlines recently as Carrie
Johnson, the PM’s now wife,
rented a designer dress for her
wedding for just £45. Reportedly
several of her outfits at the G7
summit in Cornwall were also
rented.
This is not new at all.
Renting of formal hire - for a
wedding, Ascot, Henley Regatta
etc – has been around for years.
But now we’re hiring for all
sorts of occasions – formal,
work and casual one-offs.
We haven’t covered it in
detail before - not on my watch
anyway – but we know some
of our industry businesses are
getting involved. Oxwash, for
example, partners with Hurr.
There are other significant
players in the rental market
such as My Wardrobe HQ and
Rent The Runway. H&M, the
high street brand, are trialling a
rental service in Sweden.
And who can blame them.
According to GlobalData, the
UK rental market value is
expected to reach £2.3 billion
by 2029 (to compare it was
about £400 million in 2019).
People are realising that it’s a
more sustainable approach to
fashion. How many of us have
things in our wardrobe that have
been worn only once? Or never?
Shamefully, my hand is up on
that one. I suspect I’m not alone.
I can see the appeal. Just a
glance at some of the websites
and I was tempted – you can rent
dresses, handbags, even shoes!
The process looks simple too,
with easy to use apps.
This is good for the industry,
right? After all, each item needs
a clean after every use so it must
be generating business? I’d be
keen to hear thoughts on this for
a future feature. Now to look
at the diary for reasons to rent
a dress, or some lovely shoes!
Ah, the LADAs in November
of course. Turn to page 12 to
find out more…

have been UK finalists before, but
They are a previous winner of
this year the UK national award our own industry’s Green Impact
was finally, and deservedly, theirs. Award too, having won the award
The FSB’s Environment award at the Laundry and Drycleaning
recognises the most ethical, socially Awards – the LADAs – in 2018.
responsible or green business. It’s The LADAs are the only industry
open to any small business which event that recognises talent
has helped to drive environmental and innovation in the laundry,
improvements across their business drycleaning and textile care
and/or the wider green economy. industry. There’s just a short
The judges look for businesses time left to nominate for the 16
that can highlight their main categories in the 2021 LADAs to
sustainability achievements, be held on Thursday 4 November
demonstrate how they have made 2021 at Mercedes-Benz World in
an invaluable contribution to their Surrey. Page 12 has all the details.
business, and showcase how
they are helping to drive wider
progress in the green economy
as a whole.
This is another big win for
the Staffordshire-based business
run by father and son duo Colin
and Graham Oakley, who have
over 40 combined years of
experience in helping laundries
become more efficient and more
productive.
Only in our last issue in
June we announced that they’d
won the highly prestigious
Queen’s Award for Sustainable
Rent Your Next Commercial Laundry Machine from
Development. This highly
Commercial Laundry Rentals and Save £££’s
coveted award was given to
them for their outstanding
RENTAL PACKAGES FROM ONLY £10 PER WEEK
achievement in tackling
Huge Range of Equipment in Stock
important environmental
In addition to Commercial Washing Machines, we can also
issues within the laundry
supply complementary equipment such as Commercial
supply chain to make the
Tumble Dryers, Rotary Ironers, Commercial Dryer Ironers,
and Laundry ancillary products.
world a better place. For their
We also:
achievement they can use the
• Sell New Machines
• Sell Reconditioned Machines with 12 months parts and
acclaimed Royal Warrant for
labour warranty
the next five years.
• Buy Machines - We Offer the best cash price for your
old equipment
Last year they won Keele
• End of Business Clear outs
University’s Breaking the
We have a huge range of equipment in stock ready for
despatch so if you need any more information just drop us
Specialists in Laundry Rentals
Mould Award for developing
a line. Talk to us, we can help ﬁnd the right equipment and
Our great service includes:
a new software system that
business solutions for you.
• Rent commercial laundry equipment
We underwrite all our own rentals.
gives Laundry Efficiency
• Access to all leading manufacturers
• Wide range of machines and models
customers real time data to
• Complementary equipment
reduce their carbon footprint.
• Experience in all business sectors
Can’t ﬁnd the machine you want on our website?
In addition to this, they won
Contact us. Our knowledge and experience of the
the Staffordshire Chamber of
laundry industry means we are likely to be able to
source your equipment and our buying power means
Commerce Sustainability and
we can supply you at competitive trade prices. Email
Environment award (2020), the
us here info@commerciallaundryrentalsco.uk
FSB’s Green Business of the
Call Us For A No Obligation Quote Today 03300 10 13 15
Year Award (2020, 2019, 2018).

Commercial Laundry Equipment
Rental Specialists
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Boost proﬁts with
Wet Cleaning
Dry cleaners typically see a substantial
boost in profits when switching to
Wet Cleaning

Make the switch: give us a call
on 020 8579 2661 for a demo
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020 8579 2661
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TSA offers UKHospitality advice on
temporary laundry supply issues
The Textile Services Association
(TSA) has wholehear tedly
celebrated the bounce back of
the hospitality industry, saying that
commercial laundries have seen
a dramatic increase in demand.
However, it has warned that
while the recovery is welcomed,
it is bringing supply issues.
Consequently, it has partnered
with UKHospitality to issue advice
for hospitality operators covering
some temporary actions they can
consider to alleviate the pressure
on their laundry provider.
“The problem is that we’ve
been asked to jump from dead
slow to full speed overnight,” says
David Stevens, CEO of the TSA.
“To be fair, we’ve been warning
that there could be issues for
several months. The total lack
of government support for the
laundry industry means some of
our members are really struggling
with staffing, the shortage of
drivers, supply chain issues,

capacity issues due to operating
Covid-secure factories, and so on.”
Here is advice the TSA has
issued to hospitality operators as
temporary actions to support their
laundry providers:
• Talk to your laundry provider
to consider how to manage the
situation and temporarily reduce
your linen requirements. For
example encourage multi-night
stays, review bed change policy
or reduce linen required for room
make up
• Sell up to the occupancy
levels your laundry supplier can
deliver linen at
• Send back any unused stock
• Keep the laundry informed of
upstream occupancy levels
• Give plenty of notice for
events and F&B requirements,
such as weddings
• Understand some laundries
may have cashflow issues; prompt
payment may really help
• If possible, give the laundry

time to adapt to the increase in
demand
The TSA says that the laundry
supply issues are not being felt
throughout the UK – some regions
have been able to get up to speed
more quickly than others.
“Where supply issues do
exist, we expect the situation to
improve rapidly over the coming
weeks,” says Stevens. “With good
communication and cooperation,
we expect laundries to recover
quickly. We are incredibly
grateful for the hospitality
industry’s understanding during
this difficult time.”
I n com mon with many
other sectors, especially the
hospitality industry, laundries are
struggling with staffing issues – a
combination of problems created
by both the pandemic and Brexit.
The TSA is working with the
CBI to lobby government to get
laundry operatives to be added
to the Shortage Occupations List.

Delivering Your Standards
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News
David Winter
takes over from
Ian Stubbs as
general manager
JENSEN UK

Ian St ubbs has been ver y
successfully managing JENSEN
UK for the past 15 years. He has
now been promoted to head of large
projects for the JENSEN-GROUP,
as of June 1. His position as general
manager JENSEN UK will be taken
over by David Winter, also as of
June 1.
Winter will soon move with his
family to Oxfordshire that he left in
2006 when he accepted a position
with JENSEN USA. He has been
the general manager of JENSEN
Middle East since 2015, overseeing
all sales and service activities in
the area.
“I am thrilled to be heading
to JENSEN UK and to work with
my new team to support all our
customers in the UK and Ireland. I
look forward to being back home,”
confirms Winter.

World Textile Services
Congress 2021 – dates
confirmed
The World Textile Services
Congress 2021 will take place on
30 November - 1 December 2021, colocated with Texcare International
in Frankfurt, Germany.
The event is hosted by major
indust r y associations DT V
(Germany), ETSA (Europe), FBT
(Belgium), LAA (Australia), TSA
(UK) and TRSA (United States)
and will gather industry leaders
from around the globe keen to
assess their opportunities as the
post-Covid recovery accelerates.
Tom Raftery, global VP, futurist,
and innovation evangelist at SAP
has already been confirmed as
keynote speaker. He will share his
thoughts and stimulate discussion
on the intersection between
sustainability, circular economy,
and tech nology in novation.
Additionally, the conference will
explore the market outlook plus
research and consumer insights
on hygiene and how these can
translate to opportunities for
reusable textiles.
Topics will be addressed by
external experts and industry
leaders in interactive formats.
Informal networking opportunities
will also provide a rich exchange
of ideas and connections.
Attendance will be exclusive to
linen, uniform and facility services
CEOs, executives and owners and
sponsoring supplier partners’
CEOs/senior executives.
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Taking a load off the planet
Putting a sustainable spin on
laundry, Oxwash, the UK-based
startup backed by Twitter cofounder Biz Stone has raised
£2.08m ($3M) in seed expansion
investment, to clean up the
traditional and environmentally
costly washing and drycleaning
sector with its space-age technology.
Raising £5.2M ($7M) to date,
the company founded in 2018 by
ex-NASA scientist and Forbes’s
Europe’s 30 under 30 alumni, Dr
Kyle Grant and Oxford engineer
Tom de Wilton, uses water-saving
ozone technology to sterilise
fabrics at lower temperatures,
ther mal and biodeg radable
chemical processes to achieve
higher than medical-g rade
disinfection, dissolvable laundry
bags, along with electric cargo
bikes for hyper local pickups and
deliveries.
Investors in the round include
Holly and Sam Branson, together
with Pinterest and Beyond
Meat investors - Future Positive
Capital (NYC/SF), Pentland
Group (Berghaus and Speedo)
and founder of Indeed.com, Paul
Forster.
The on-demand service that has
re-engineered the cleaning process
from the ground up by introducing
technology typically used in space
and hospital sterilisation, has
experienced rapid growth (15 per
cent month on month) since the
start of the pandemic.
Oxwash previously secured
£2M from a cohort of coveted

Oxwash’s Tom de Wilton (left) and Dr Kyle Grant secure over two
million to accelerate expansion plans and invest in technology
investors including: FMCG giant
Reckitt, TrueSight Ventures,
Founders Factory and Twitter’s
Biz Stone.
With the global “g reen
cleaning” market set to reach US
$11.6 billion by 2029, Oxwash
believes there is a lot to win in
purging and decarbonising the
unsustainable and toxic laundry
industry.
Oxwash’s state of the art
washing technology, cleaning
methods and door-to-door laundry
service are driving towards net zero
carbon emissions, significantly
reducing the environmental impact
of existing laundry processes.
All riders (couriers) are fully

employed and like the rest of the
team are paid in excess of the
national living wage.
The responsible laundry firm
now has more than 8,000 individual
customers, alongside clients such
as the Marriott Hotel Group, Hurr
Collective and the NHS.
The new capital will be used
to expand the team and invest in
proprietary technology that will
power the business’s logistics
and cut ting edge washing
facilities, known as lagoons, to
further improve services both for
consumers and the environment.
Through investing in resources
and expertise, Dr Grant is confident
that this will accelerate plans for

national expansion.
Holly Branson said: “When I
met Kyle and Tom, the founders
of Oxwash, I knew immediately
they were the type of purposeful
leaders I love to work with; their
passion, drive and enthusiasm for
sustainable laundry was infectious.
“Oxwash will t u r n t he
traditional laundry sector on
its head, proving yet again that
purposeful business is great
business.”
“Oxwash is one of the most
exciting businesses I’ve come
across. I love the focus on
sustainability, and it’s a scalable
model so I’m expecting it to grow
into a really big business.” added
Paul Forster founder of Indeed.
com.
Global laundry usage also
releases a seismic 14,000 tons of
microfibres into the oceans each
year - meaning a third of all plastic
found in the ocean are microfibers
from clothes.
O x w a s h’s p r o p r i e t a r y
microfiber filtration technology
removes more than 95 per cent
of fibres shed during washing,

preventing plastic pollution from
reaching waterways and drinking
water.
Killing bacteria through a three
stage approach: ozone disinfection,
chemical sterilisation and thermal
decontamination, the eco-friendly
firm’s laundry processes reduce
99.99999 per cent of infections
- 100 times better than the NHS
standard.
With no-contact delivery and
scientifically proven high level of
disinfection, Oxwash was chosen
to sterilize items used during the
Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine trial,
as well as supporting the NHS front
line.
Grant, chief executive, of
Oxwash said “We knew being just
another laundry app wouldn’t cut
it. Developing a model that was
hyper local, carbon neutral and
tech enabled - that reversed the
sector’s adverse impact on the
planet rather than adding to it was
fundamental.
“Ou r team is not only
developing chemistry that works
at 20˚C better than at 40˚C or
higher, but we are also integrating
water reclamation and reduction
technology into our process so
that we can save up to 60 per cent
of the water consumption versus
you washing at home or any other
typical commercial washing.
“There is a growing awareness
and appetite for green cleaning
products - and we’re confident that
Oxwash can clean up and deliver
substantial returns.”

Elis Newton Abbot invests in new Kannegiesser Power Press Turbo
Laundry and hygiene solutions
provider Elis has installed a
brand new Kannegiesser Power
Press Turbo at its Newton Abbot
site as part of a £250k investment.
The 20,000sq.ft. industrial
laundry provides healthcare
and hospitality linen and textile

A wall was knocked
down to allow for the
installation to happen

services to over 300 customers
across the south west.
The equipment is responsible
for pressing each 75kg load as
it comes out of the continuous
batch washer, helping to
eliminate moisture and reduce
drying times. It replaces an

Old press out

earlier model, which had been
insitu for over 10 years, offering
higher performance to help Elis
deliver an even more efficient
service to customers.
Six weeks of meticulous
preparation went into the project
to commission the Power Press,

which was planned with military
precision. This helped to ensure
that the installation was carried
out as swiftly as possible,
avoiding any disruption to
services.
Capacity was reduced to
50 per cent at Newton Abbot

New press in

during the installation. However,
any impact on customers
was mitigated thanks to the
company’s sister plant in
Southampton, which assisted
by running a Sunday shift solely
dedicated to processing the
additional items from Newton
Abbot.
Wo r k c o m m e n c e d a t
08.00hrs on a Friday morning.
It involved removing 50 per
cent of the loading bay and
knocking down a wall to
facilitate the removal of the old
Power Press and the installation
of the new one. The wall was
then reconstructed, and the
entire project was successfully
completed as planned by Sunday
evening.
As a result of the investment
and the smooth and seamless
i nt eg r at ion of t he new
equipment, Elis is now geared
up for a busy summer season.

Vision Linens continues to evolve for the changing world ahead
With the reawakening of the
hospitality industry, Vision
Linens is looking forward to
reconnecting with many of its
hospitality and laundry customers
around the world. Following on
from its recent company name
change, the brand has further been
refreshed, reflecting the company’s
growth with 6,500 customers in 84
different countries across the globe.
Stating its commitment to its
customers and partners, Vision’s
hospitality division believes that
by redefining its core product
range and introducing a new
product naming protocol, it will
vastly improve the customer
experience.
They’ve reorganised their

product range across its
newly differentiated brands
to help them identify the
right product for the right
environment, whatever their
needs. The brand family now
includes
• Vision: The textile
brand behind the biggest
names in the hospitality and
laundry markets, and makes
up the main core of linen
products on offer.
• Vision V: Taking
its name from the roman
numerical for “five”, aligning to
five star plus hotels and presenting
Vision’s finest quality of linens.
• Vision Essentials: The
Essentials range consists of great

value linen and hospitality items
you can’t do without.
• ecopure: Offering the
most innovative and ecological
products, helping textile services
and the laundry industry achieve

their own ecological goals.
They’ve also selected to
use a naming convention
across all their products
going forward, which helps
the customer understand
what the product is. For
example, the V200 4mm
stripe duvet cover, is a Vision
200 thread count duvet cover
with a 4mm thick stripe.
For easy identification, all
products are preceded by
the representative letters;
V – Vision, VV – Vision
V, VE – Vision Essentials, E –
ecopure.
Vision’s More Than Clean
linen programme has now been
trialled and tested for over two

years and is proven to protect
against the spread of harmful
pathogens, including Coronavirus.
Vision has taken the decision to
apply this treatment to all its filled
bed linen as standard, where
possible.
Fraser Donaldson, group
hospitality sales and marketing
director, said: “We believe
ourselves to be well represented
in the hospitality market as a
leading textile company and we
know what we stand for, that’s to
supply you with expertly crafted,
ethically sourced textiles. As the
hospitality industry prepares itself
to move beyond the pandemic,
Vision is here, ready to guide its
customers and partners.”
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Commercial Washing Machines

Lean, mean and clean
The best of our large
commercial washing
machines have got leaner
and meaner in recent
years – at least when it comes to
their water, chemical and energy
usage, cycle time and even the space
required.
Being big doesn’t have to mean
much bigger bills, indeed there’s
plenty of evidence to show how
the industry’s biggest commercial
beasts can cut costs while providing
superb results.
Jean Anderson looks at the large
washers on the market right now and
finds there is plenty of choice and
expertise for operators to call upon

KANNEGIESSER
The Kannegiesser PowerTrans Vario
continues to be the market leading
CBW (continuous batch washer),
says the company’s Ellie Stowe.
“One of the many advantages
of the PowerTrans Vario has been
its excellent wash action. This is
due to the large drum volume and
the design of the beaters, which
gives the material ‘ActiveDrop’. The
large drum diameter gives items
a high drop rate, which means
that the textiles are compressed
and the wash liquor can penetrate
directly into the fibres. The
large perforated area with gentle
Carewash perforations ensures a
fast liquor exchange.
“The above results in high
mechanical action, which is gentle
to the textiles, without friction on
the textile surface and causes less
tangling of the linen’” said Stowe.
The rinse section of the
PowerTrans Vario is now a standing
bath rinse as standard, which
gives a better fresh water rinse
and as a unique design feature,

JENSEN
“Our largest tunnel washer can
process up to 120kg in one single
batch, in a highly automated process.
Jensen also offers standalone
washer-extractors for loads ranging
from 60 to 270kg,” says Jensen’s
Gerda Jank.
“ H e a v y- d u t y l a u n d r i e s
process the large volumes of
linen predominantly in a highly
automated washroom section.
End customers often have linen
that for various reasons cannot
be washed nor dried in these
machines. Delicate linen as well
as contaminated pieces that can
be infectious, need to be processed
separately.
“For handling reasons, nursing
homes may want to process their
guests’ private garments in a
process that is separate from the
rental linen. The JWE standalone
washer-extractors are a perfect
complement to increase the
laundry’s flexibility towards end
customers – starting at 24kg,” said
Jank, head of communications.
Based on a ver y simple
constr uction,
J e n s e n’s
free-standing, high-spin machines
(up to 360G) are high performers,
offering less residual moisture. The
minimum drum spacing allows a
fast heating and reduces the water
consumption down to below 10
l/kg on an average wash cycle.
Both models, the JWE 60/130
and JWE 110/250 are available
in steam heating, electric heating
and boiler fed. High capacity
inlets speed up the water f low
and heating. The residual water
is quickly discharged through a
wide drain valve, ensuring a smooth
production process.
Jank said: “Laundries can set
up specifically desired washing
programmes with customised cycle
times, water levels, temperatures,
and spin speeds, allowing a variety
of linen types and volumes to be
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the PowerTrans Vario can operate
without any empty compartments
especially when processing colour
run linen.
The standing bath r inse
combined with a 100 per cent
guaranteed bath integrity, means
that as there is no counterflow,
so every batch can be processed
separately as there is no liquor
mixing between neighbouring
compartments. Ratio metric dosing
means the exact amount of rinse
water is used for each individual
batch.
The large diameter ‘butterfly’
drain valve, connected vertically
direct to the drain, allows quick
drainage, enhanced by the quick
exchange of water. Fresh water
filling occurs from the top of the
compartment as opposed to the
bottom.
Stowe said: “One of the main
features that really excites our
customers is the unmatched
cycle time, including transfer.
The unique ‘quick drain’ and

improved Powertrans to PowerPress
communications means that the
‘load to load’ cycle time allows for
a greater degree of active process
whilst ensuring the maximum
possible high pressure process on
the PowerPress.
“We have introduced a new,
highly effective filter system to
remove lint and hair from garments
- a reoccurring discussion with our
hotel processing customers. The
new filtration system has a 200 µm
stainless steel sieve. Also featured
is a new contactless water flow
meter for greater control of the
water flow within the Powertrans.
“Since its introduction to the
market in 2000, the PowerTrans
has been a great success, with
more than 1,800 machines now
installed worldwide. Customers
appreciate the simple yet effective
design together with the unmatched
proven wash quality.”
The PowerTrans is available in
differing batch sizes (kg): 40, 50,
60, 85, 110 and 130.

Kannegiesser’s Active
Process Control continually
weighs the linen and water
within the process to allow
precise operating conditions
based on the actual weight
of laundry
The large washer-extractor,
PowerSwing PSW is available in
two sizes, 180kg or 300kg. These
can be loaded from a monorail
system or a loading conveyor. The
machine rotates into the vertical
position to enhance loading which
reduces any out of balance issues.
The drum rotates at a low G factor
during the loading phase, reducing
the total loading time and hence the
washing cycle can start quicker.

GIRBAU UK

Jensen’s JWE standalone
washer-extractors are a
perfect complement to
increase the laundry’s
flexibility
processed. This opens doors for a
unique marketing approach with a
high end-customer orientation. The
washing and chemical programmes
can be set up and copied fast and
easily through the USB ports on
the front of the machines.”
For the largest capacit y
demands, the JWE 270/600 expands
the range of Jensen’s standalone
washer-extractor technology in
a big way – offering a loading
capacity of 270kg. In addition
to manual operation, it supports
automatic loading and unloading,
allowing it to be integrated into a
fully automated washroom.
“Au t o m a t i c l o a d i n g i s
possible from an overhead sling
system thanks to loading hopper
(Auto-Pro) and 12 degree tilt which
ensure linen fully shakes into the
machine. This tilt system can also
be activated to assist with manual
loading. Automatic unloading is
possible with a 12 degree tilt toward
the front of the machine allowing
linen to be fully shaken out of
the front of the machine. This tilt
system can also be activated for a
more ergonomic and convenient
manual unloading.”
A full 999 fully programmable
formulas for complete control
of wash parameters, include
customisable cycle times, water
levels, temperatures and extraction
speeds.
Said Jank: “This allows a

variety of linen types and volumes
to be processed. The washing
programmes can be set up, copied
fast and loaded to other machines.
Water and chemical doses are based
on actual batch weight. All real time
data is shown on the large colour
display along with pictorial views
for fault finding and monitoring of
alarms and history of events.
“The JWE 270/600 offers
maximum control of washing
programmes, from water level,
spin speed, temperature, etc. The
detergent is dispensed by actual
linen weight. This offers excellent
wash results for a wide variety of
linen.
“A simple and robust design
coupled with the use of premium
materials and strict manufacturing
controls ensure longevity and a
cost-efficient operation over the
life cycle of the machine. The JWE
270/600 operates on the Jensen
Operating System and specially
designed software ensures proper
load distribution before starting
extraction – decreasing wear on the
machine and increasing efficiency.”

Girbau offers a range of three
larger models in its acclaimed HS
Series of washers with capacities
ranging from 63kg to 122kg, the
HS-6057, HS-6085 and rangetopping HS-6110, a longstanding
benchmark in the large capacity
washer market.
HS Series washers’ high spin
speed achieves a market-leading
centrifugal spin force of up to
386G throughout the spin cycle
to leave laundry with residual
moisture levels of less than 50
per cent, offering significant
energy and cost savings in the
subsequent drying process, sales
director Jeremy Challis tells us.
The ECO60ew programme
gives HS-Series washers high
wash quality combined with
water consumption rates as low as
seven litres per kg, making them
among the most water-efficient
washer-extractors available
today.
O t her feat u res on t he
HS Series include Girbau’s
Aquamixer, which precisely
controls hot and cold water
mixing to save energy and reduce
wash cycle times, and Aquafall,
which recirculates water through
perforated drum blades to save
water, increase washing action
and reduce cycle time. G-Drive,
Girbau’s exclusive control
and communication system
linking the inverter, motor and
microprocessor ensures accurate
balance even at high speeds
for quieter operation, reduced
vibration and longer machine life.
Girbau’s unique Care Touch
Drum prolongs linen life and
optimises water extraction.
Drum holes are pressed in the
Viton-sealed stainless steel to
ensure there are no sharp edges.
The three largest HS-Series
washers also offer EasyLoad as
an option, which performs two

Girbau offers capacities ranging from 63 to 122kg in its
acclaimed HS Series of large capacity washers
operations that compact a load
and increase capacity. EasyLoad
opens one of the machine’s two
water inlets to moisten laundry,
compacting it and eliminating air
gaps. Then with the door open,
an operator can rotate the drum
slowly in both directions to help
water to penetrate into the fabric.
“EasyLoad makes it even
easier to maximise the efficiency
of our popular larger HS-Series
machines,” says Challis. “Full
loads make the most of the big
machine’s capacity and minimise
the use of energy, water and
chemicals.”
“EasyLoad also makes it
easier to unload the machine at
the end of the cycle when washing
is highly compacted round the
inside. The system allows the
operator to slowly and safely turn
the drum manually when the door
is open. They can dislodge tangles
and unload much more easily than

on conventional machines.”
Girbau’s pneumatic TILT
system is also available as an
option to physically tilt the
machine to ease loading and
unloading.
“The larger models in our
HS Series are currently proving
very popular with the NHS and
commercial laundries, especially
the high efficiency HS-6110,”
Challis adds.
Girbau UK provides extensive
pre- and post-sales support to
laundries purchasing larger HS
Series washers including site
surveys and project design to
ensure the required routing of
services and optimal positioning
for efficient and ergonomic
working. Girbau teams carry
out installation and machine
commissioning as well as
providing comprehensive staff
training to optimise efficient
machine use.

Commercial Washing Machines
Continued on Page 8 >>>

INDUSTRIAL LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT LTD

Kannegiesser’s large washer-extractor, PowerSwing
PSW is available in two sizes, 180kg or 300kg

Industrial Laundry Equipment Ltd
(ILE) loves a large washer and it
is where they specialise. With
15-20 machines over 60kg in UK
stock at any time, you know that
ILE have what you need.
Managing director Richard
Brown said: “Over the last two
years, ILE have worked closely
with the factories to ensure that
we not only have the ability to
offer a choice of high-quality
premium machines and good
quality economy alternates but
that the customer can be assured
of the very best in terms of
efficiency too.”
ILE premium washers over
25kg all come with 7” colour
touchscreens as standard and have
features designed to provide the
customer with extra efficiency
and flexibility without the need
to specify or choose additions
on day one.
The PLC (programmable logic
controller) allows you to mix
water to the desired temperature,
to fill from hot or cold as standard,
to have or remove a thermal level
protection and more importantly
to choose the level of water in the
drum by the centimetre. You don’t
have to select from predetermined
levels and can choose to increase/
decrease water levels to anything
you wish. 10cm, 11cm 12cm,
40cm etc…
Said Brown: “ILE washers
also allow the same level of
programmability with the wash
action, spin speeds and chemical
dosing times/volumes. You can
have wash programmes with
one element or dozens, so if you
only want a rinse and spin or
you want four pre-washes and
six main washes, the choice is
yours, although this one wouldn’t
be efficient!”
The high quality stainless steel
drums and perforated ribs help
care for linen and also rinse more
efficiently, he said.
“All of the large premium
washers (40kg, 60kg, 80kg, 100kg
and 120kg) come configured to
work as a hot water fed machine,
steam heated or electrically
heated. You choose how we
install it and can change to the
other options any time your
requirements or plans change.
This means that you can buy and
install as part of a big plant using a
steam boiler but if you replace the
boiler, you do not have to replace
your washers.
“Unlike other machines, we
make sure that even our 100kg
or 120kg washers come with
60kW of heating elements built
in. Whilst this will not allow you
to heat efficiently from cold, it
means you can feed them directly
with hot water and use the built-in
elements to raise and hold
temperatures to ensure
a stable wash or thermal
disinfection.
“All of the large premium
machines also come with
double drains as standard.
This means you can recover
water if you wish. If you
don’t want to then you can
drain quicker or only connect
one drain but again the choice
is yours.”
Brown tells us: “The
premium range is a beautiful,
efficient and flexible machine
of the highest quality. But it
should be noted that the ILE
economy washers, while not
as polished, still come with
the flexibility and efficiency
as we have designed them
with a 10” colour touchscreen

Sonja Wood at Ecosan Services with
a tilting 120kg ILE Premium washer
and all of the same programming
flexibility as the premium range.
They do not come with a double
drain but they are a nice efficient
and cost-effective option.
“The f lexibility of ILE
washers can be showcased by the
fact that whilst lots of traditional
laundries and hospitals have
already successfully installed
and are using both premium and
economy machines, ILE have
others in different environments,”
says Brown, quoting the examples
below:
• Shibori, a clothing dying
company in Leicester, which has
three x 100kg washers with a mix
of premium and economy. The
company loves the flexibility that
these machines give as precision
is key when ensuring that clothes
are dyed to uniform standards for

top name high-street retailers.
• “Ecosan Services, a Kent
based mat washing company
which is getting a fantastic result
from our 120kg premium tilting
washer. Sonja Wood says: “The
wash quality is superb and the
levels of programmability have
meant all of our needs can be met
perfectly.”
• At The Print Cloth People in
Glasgow a 100kg premium washer
is being used for washing printers’
cloths. The customer loves the
f lexibility and has found the
equipment more durable than his
previous famous brand machines
which had to be removed due to
constant failures based on the
harshness of the solvents used.
The ILE washer is giving extra
capacity, flexibility, efficiency
and reliability.

The 100kg large premium washer from
specialists Industrial Laundry Equipment

SUMMER IS HERE
START YOUR PREPARATIONS
FOR AUTUMN

NEW LAUNDRY/LAUNDERETTE EQUIPMENT
ELECTROLUX LAC – WET CLEANING
DETERGENTS AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!!!
See page 26
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Lean, mean and clean
ELECTROLUX PROFESSIONAL
“With the laundry industry still very
much reliant on human involvement
for the loading and unloading of
machines, the long-term impact of
this manual work on operators is
a major industry challenge,” says
Mick Christian, regional training
and demonstration manager for
laundry, at Electrolux Professional.
“It goes without saying that the
bigger the machines, the heavier
the load, and the greater the risk
to operators. However, as the
ergonomic impact of a washing
machine is not as transparent as
utility consumption, cycle time
or other financially quantifiable
metrics, it can often be overlooked.
“Musculoskeletal disorders are
the biggest cause of injury in the
laundry and drycleaning industry.
As such, when it came to the design
and development of Electrolux
Professional’s latest commercial
washing machine, the Line 6000,
we took the decision to go down
the road less travelled and ensure
that the machine’s positive impact
on the operator would match its
impact on bottom line.
“The Line 6000 range of
commercial washers is now the
only machine in its category that
has been awarded the prestigious
four-star rating for ergonomics
by Ergocert. Key innovations
that minimise tension and strain
include a new mounting position
for the dosing dispenser – which
can be manually or automatically
configured – to improve access and
visibility, as well as an easy-to-open
door and optimised drum height.
All of these factors combine to
deliver an evidence-based and
third party-ratified reduction in
the development of work-related
musculoskeletal disorders.”
The ergonomic benefits of the
Line 6000 range are underpinned
by a host of intelligent monitoring
and utility-saving programmes,
all of which combine to deliver
long-ter m cost savings and
outstanding productivity over the
operational life of the unit.
Christian said: “With an
estimated 85 per cent of a
commercial washer’s life cycle
cost comprising of utility and
running costs, the Line 6000 has
been designed to keep these to
a minimum, while maximising
sustainability.

“It s Automat ic Sav i ngs
programme adjusts the volume of
water used in line with the weight
of the load, while Integrated
Savings helps to avoid over- and
u nderloa d i ng to ma x i m ise
productivity. The built-in Power
Balance extraction sequence
translates into real-time unbalance
monitoring and G-factor adjustment
throughout the extraction sequence
for efficient dewatering and low
moisture retention.
“ R e a l t i m e w a s h c ycl e
infor mation can be quickly
accessed at the touch of a button,
while Clarus Vibe also allows for
easy automatic dosing (via the
Intelligent Dosing program) by
only releasing the correct amount
of detergent based on the garment
type and volume.
“Likewise, a transparent insight
into lifecycle costs savings made
possible by the Line 6000 washers
can be remotely accessed via the
Electrolux OnE digital platform.
The data can be used in a variety
of different ways, from optimising
the overall laundry process to
improved ROI to flagging, and
therefore reducing, inefficient
cycle patterns and utility overuse.
For sites with multiple washers, or
businesses with multiple sites, the
OnE platform is fully scalable so
operators can have an overarching
view over their entire laundry
operation.”
Ch r istian concludes:
“Ultimately, bigger machines offer
significant opportunity for laundry
operators to make savings at scale.
However, this focus on ROI should
also be tempered by keeping one
eye on the ergonomic impact of a
machine on those who are using
it. One of the things I love about
the laundry industry is the people,
and stakeholders throughout the
industry – from manufacturers to
managers – have a duty to look
after those who keep us running.”
The Line 6000 series is
available in six different drum
volumes, ranging from 65l up to
300l, with a dry weight capacity of
7-33kg depending on the model. For
laundries with a limited footprint,
the WH6-6 washer can be stacked
in series with the TD6-7 Line 6000
dryer to allow operators to wash
and dry 60kg per day from just a
0.4m2 footprint.

Electrolux
Professional’s
Line 6000
range features
a host of
intelligent
monitoring and
utility saving
programmes
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CHERRY TREE MACHINES
Over the last few years Cherry
Tree Machines has become a major
supplier of high-end robust large
washers big brands like Lapauw,
Lavatec and Cherrytree.
Bob Mills, Cherry Tree’s CEO,
explains: “If you are looking for
larger washers we supply the big
brands with excellent life time
expectancy which means you get
the proven lowest cost effective
way of owning a machine.”
Mills adds: “With payback
within two to three years and
unbeatable finance options we
offer a one stop shop.
“Cherry Tree warranties are
the best in the business - not only
do we offer 24/7 engineering
callout, we can also offer you
the option on parts off the shelf
in case of the unlikely event of
breakdown ensuring consistent
productivity.”
You can expect to save 40 per
cent water – 50 per cent power
with the E3 motors fitted with
PLC controllers and reduced cycle
times to suit your operation, says

Mills.
“We, like other suppliers, offer
cheaper options but only with
trusted machines which we have
sold over the last 15 years.”
Mills war ns that some
customers have found quality
issues with Asian made machines
and he takes the view that
operators should be wary.
“Only Cherry Tree offers 26
month warranty as standard on
the larger machines. All machines
from Cherry Tree conform to CE
standards,” he concludes.

Lavatec washer-extractors, like this model available
from Cherry Tree Machines, are designed to wash large
quantities effectively and economically
Inset: Robust and long living washer-extractors with
frontal loading like this model from Lavatec are available
from Cherry Tree Machines

WASHCO
As technology has developed,
large washers and dryers have
emerged as big players in the
world of laundry, using size to
bring economies of scale whilst
achieving excellent results, say
WashCo.
In industries such as hospitality,
leisure and care, where having
enough capacity to meet demand
is paramount, new and effective
solutions will be key to upholding
these businesses outstanding
reputations.
One organisation that has
benefited from investment in large
laundry equipment is Nirvana
Spa – a luxurious pure water spa
in Wokingham, Berkshire. With
their current commercial laundry
equipment lease due to expire,
they were keen to explore new
options available on the market
for the replacement of their towel
washers and dryers. They required

a tailored solution that would echo
the impeccable quality of their
unique facilities, and enlisted
WashCo to help.
As part of the tender process,
WashCo conducted a site survey
where it was apparent that Nirvana
Spa didn’t have enough capacity
to meet demand. This was largely
due to the size of their existing
equipment, which was much
wider than average and taking
up valuable space in an already
compact room.
“Using this information, we
were able to create a tailored
rental contract to increase laundry
capacity and overall efficiency
at the spa,” says Simon Rawle,
business development manager
at WashCo.
“We recommended the range
of Primus equipment which is
renowned for its excellent build
quality and ease of use.” Two

washers, the FX600 (60kg) and
the FX240 (24kg), and one dryer,
the DX77 (77kg) were selected.
Despite being such large
machines, Primus has cleverly
designed and built their equipment
with ergonomics in mind, including
a large and conveniently located
door opening. The new machines
were even able to sit alongside an

extra dryer that Nirvana Spa were
keeping, helping to comfortably
meet their capacity requirements.
Nirvana Spa’s installation
was completed across two days,
ahead of time, with their contracts
and acquisitions manager, Sean
Hughes, describing the WashCo
team as displaying “excellent
levels of knowledge” whilst
being “prompt, friendly, hugely
industrious and effective”. The
next day, the machines were
connected to soap dosing systems
and staff training followed shortly
after.
With the installation of their
new equipment, the team at
Nirvana Spa now have ample
capacity to meet the demand
of their busy, state-of-the-art
facilities. The large Primus
washers are extremely effective
at handling bulky towel cycles,
whilst the high spin is paramount
to reducing drying times – all of
which help to keep energy costs
down.
Wit h la rge com mercial
washing machines and dryers
getting leaner and more efficient,
organisations across all manner
of industries have the chance to
effectively manage their energy
usage without compromising on
the quality of their laundry.

News

New Master elected New Girbau laundry provides
vital support to hospice

l-r Simon Fordham Renter Warden, new Master Ken
Cupitt, outgoing Master Jack Strachan MBE and Beadle,
Ernest Brocklehurst
Ken Cupitt has been elected
Master of the Worshipful
Company of Launderers (WCL).
He takes over from outgoing
Master Captain Jack Strachan
MBE who was inaugurated in
July 2019. Cupitt will serve for
a one-year term and is the 61st
Master in the Companies history.
C upit t’s i naug u r at ion
ceremony was on 21 June at the
Installation Court and Annual
Service held at Launderers’
Hall.
In a statement at the time of
his inauguration, Cupitt gave
us some background about the
Livery companies: “The livery
companies, with a history going
back to the 12th century, were
originally the trade associations
in the City of London.
“Almost all of which are
known as the “Worshipful

Company of...” their relevant
trade, craft or profession,
for example The Worshipful
Company of Launderers, which
is sometimes referred to as a
modern livery company.”
“The reference to modern
livery is because prior to 1926
no Livery Companies were
formed in the previous 100 years
and the launderers only formed
in 1960. In 1963 a charitable
and education trust was formed,
by the launderers, which aims
to give scholarships for the
further education of people
pursing studies of benefit to
the laundry industry.”
On his plans for the Livery,
he said: “Looking to the
future the Launderer’s Livery
is seeking to introduce new
training and lecture initiatives
to suppor t the exchange
of knowledge within our
industry. It will also, against
the backdrop of the government
apprenticeship schemes and
training opportunities, maintain
its commitment to supporting
all new initiatives within our
industry and therefore, the
investment in those who work
within it.”
Between all of the City of

London Livery Companies they
raise over 70 million pounds
per year for charitable causes.
For Cupitt’s year in office his
chosen charities are Dementia
and Alzheimer’s societies, and
the Admiral nurses who work
with people and the families
who suffer from these diseases.
He also plans to raise funds
for the Red Cross and will be
Jailed at the Old Bailey, on 6
September 2021, along with 30
other Livery Company Masters,
to be taken by members of the
Royal Regiment of Fusiliers
to the Tower of London until
they are bailed by raising at
least £1,000 each. He says,
“I hope that I have sufficient
supporters to help make my
stay be minimal by contributing
what they can afford towards
raising at least this amount.”
Cupitt has had a long
career in the industry and is
also chairman of Council and
Examination Board for the Guild
of Cleaners and Launderers. He
has also been a WCL Liveryman
for many years and a member
of the Laundry and Drycleaning
Awards judging panel since the
industry awards began – they’re
now in their seventh year.

Refurbishment of the laundry at Mary
Stevens Hospice in Stourbridge,
West Midlands with new washers
and dryers from Girbau UK has a
vital, if largely unseen role to play in
supporting the wellbeing of residents
with life-limiting illnesses.
“Everyone in the hospice knows
it is like a puzzle, where every single
part is vitally important and needs
to be pieced together with little
effort,” says Gerry Crow, director
of operations and support. “Even
though the laundry is very much a
function hidden away from those we
are caring for, without it we would
not be able to provide the level of
support we do to our patients and
their carers.”
After visiting the hospice to get
a full understanding of its laundry
needs Girbau recommended the
installation of two HS-6013 washers
in combination with two of its energy

efficient ED260 dryers.
“We have used Girbau products
for many years and have found
them to be very reliable,” says
Crow. “The decision to choose
Girbau products again for this
refurbishment was taken on cost of
ownership, the proven reliability of
Girbau equipment and the level of
long-term support available directly
from Girbau.”
Designed to lower water and
energy consumption while boosting
productivity, Girbau HS washers
feature automatic chemical dosing,
high-speed spinning, unmatched
durability and a high degree of
programmability. Their high spin
speed achieves a market-leading
centrifugal spin force of up to 400G
throughout the spin cycle to leave
laundry with residual moisture levels
of less than 50 per cent, offering
significant energy and cost savings

in the subsequent drying process.
Girbau’s premium ED series
dryers ensure all items including
delicates are dried safely, uniformly,
efficiently and cost-effectively.
Designed to be more energy efficient
than any other conventional dryer,
ED series feature Girbau’s Transflow
technology. This is a combination
of both radial and axial airflow for
maximum efficiency, reduced cycle
times and lower energy costs. Cabinet
insulation and a double-glazed door
further optimise energy efficiency.
The highly reliable and accurate
humidity control system on ED
dryers automatically senses when
clothes are dry and activates the cool
down process maximising energy
efficiency and assuring textile care.

Accreditation news
Belmont Laundry and Blackpool
Laundry have recently achieved
accreditation to EN14065. “This
is a great achievement particularly
as it was done during the Covid
crisis. LTC were involved in
the process and are currently
working with another five NLG
member laundries who will,
over the next few months, gain

this accreditation,” says Alastair
McCrae from the National Laundry
Group.
BS EN 14065 is the recognised
basis for assuring microbiological

quality of laundered textiles in 30
countries across Europe.
Certification is the means
by which laundries secure and
maintain objective, independent
verification that an effective
RABC plan is in place and is
working effectively. BS EN 14065
was written to enable certification
for a laundry for this purpose.

Complete laundry solutions:

Wet cleaning
Laundry
Roller irons
Ozone cabinets

enquiries@mach1-engineering.co.uk
07956 216 307
Sales, spares, service and
installations.
Official supplier of Renzacci laundry equipment
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Help is at hand
Reaching out to friends in a
time of crisis always makes
sense, and during the COVID19 pandemic our trade
associations have been doing their
utmost to lend a helping hand – social
distancing permitting! Jan Raycroft
reports

Less of the sad face, please.
A booming staycation
market and – hopefully – the
success of the vaccines
rollout will lead to better
times for all

THE TSA

D

avid Stevens, chief executive
of the Textile Services
Association (TSA), is not a
man to mince his words in these
troubled times – even when
writing to government ministers
like Kwasi Kwarteng MP, Secretary
of State for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy.
‘We’ve been hung out to dry’
he declared in his latest letter,
this time on re-start grants and
the lack of availability for many
commercial laundries caught
in a perpetual ‘Computer says
No’ world when they apply to
their sympathetic but ultimately
unhelpful local authorities. Some
do get through the red tape, but
with grants being discretionary
there is no guarantee of automatic
consideration.
‘Before that it was the
lockdown grants. And the VAT
reduction. And the business rates
relief. Every time, we get ignored,
and we get nothing.’ Strong words,
but all factual and reflecting the
sheer frustration and worries of
a sector serving hospitality and
other commercial operations
emerging from Covid restrictions.
Stevens continues to seek an
explanation from the Department
of Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy as to why such an intrinsic
part of what keeps hospitality
ticking behind the scenes has
been ignored. He reckons some
100 letters have gone out from
the TSA covering various strands
of how the laundry industry is
suffering, with most eliciting a
generic response – a frustration
shared by other sectors most
impacted by the pandemic.
“The truth is that without
furlough we wouldn’t still have
an industry. And even with an
uplift in work there’s the reality
that some businesses will not
survive. It’s been a desperate

David Stevens, chief executive of the TSA, may have been at the forefront of campaigns to get
government recognition of the industry’s plight, but praises the behind-the-scenes hard work of
admin and finance officer Emma Andersson and technical services manager Shyju Skariah
situation for many, losing as
much as 90 per cent of their usual
business, in laundries running on
tight margins and often relying on
weekly turnover. You can feel the
emotional stress on top of all that.”
This empathy is not just based
on the professional standing of
the TSA. As a previous operator
with some 40 years under his belt,
Stevens has personal experience
of how even a bad week turning
into a bad month can impact
on workflow and margins – let
alone the consequences of lengthy
shutdowns.
The TSA itself has been
operating strict cost control
during the crisis while providing
‘credit notes’ on 2019 and 2020
fees to those members hit hardest
by lockdowns. While Stevens
might be the ‘face’ of the TSA
in challenging government, he
is keen to stress that technical
services manager Shyju Skariah
and admin and finance officer
Emma Andersson “have done
an amazing job, way beyond
reasonable expectations.” With a
new content management system,
they’ve updated the website and
provided regular updates to
hundreds of industry members.
Within all the turmoil and

heavy workload, the team has
spotted some silver linings
for the association and
its membership. Stevens
has become a convert to
working from home when
possible and that cutting so
much driving time means
more hours can be focussed
on the job at hand.
Then there are some
extraordinary figures from
webinars held during the crisis,
with some 1,500 plus participants
taking part in sessions covering
topics which might normally have
involved a few hundred at most in
all of 2019’s face-to-face meetings.
Stevens says they’ve seen the level
of engagement go up by 10 times,
and the number of TSA laundry
members has almost doubled from
43 to 77.
The webinars have been
attracting engineers from Scotland
to Southampton who might
normally miss sessions by being
‘on the road’. And topics covered
have taken many of those tuning
in to new realms, such as mental
health, women in the industry and
tackling diversity. Stevens has
heard many managing directors
say: “We’ve never talked about
this before.” He welcomes moves

which open eyes to the reality of
this not being an industry all about
‘hairy blokes’.
There has been a project
with De Montfort University
on coronaviruses on textiles
and an ongoing study of test
m e t h o d o l o g i e s . Tr a i n i n g
offers now include the textile
care operative apprenticeship
standard, Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Point (HACCP),
and courses covering textile
services management, laundry
technology and production, and
boiler management.
Stevens remains positive as he
continues to challenge MPs with
this message: “We will get back to
work – but we need your support.”

of hospital linen managers are
heard far and wide. For instance,
Grimshaw highlights the issue
of when just about all frontline
medical staff wanted scrubs rather
than their usual wear. That was
always going to create shortages
and he believes linen managers
should have been far more involved
in untangling procurement as they
are used to dealing with suppliers.
Another pinch-point came

with the announcement that open
windows helped in the pandemic
response – suddenly vulnerable
patients required more blankets,
even with the heating on. Matters
such as this, processing of reusable
PPE and the question of whether a
national NHS uniform would make
more sense than individual trusts
going their own way, will all be
on the SHLSLM watchlist in the
coming year.
It’s the 70th anniversary of the
society and it would be easy to
look back to the days when most
hospitals had their own laundries
– now just 13 full scale operations
remain. Grimshaw believes there is
a strong possibility that some trusts
will see the value of opening ‘mini
hospital laundries’ handling scrubs
and specialist items on site. The
society will have a big part to play
in all this – look out for news on
its revamped website this summer.

SHLSLM

I

f members of The Society of
Hospital Linen Services and
Laundry Managers (SHLSLM)
thought they’d seen it all, the
past year and a half has proved
extraordinary as they found
themselves on the frontline of
the battle to beat Covid.
Now, looking ahead to lessons
learnt, Dave Grimshaw, the
society’s national chairman and
general manager of Salisbury
Linen Services at Salisbury
District Hospital, believes one gain
will be agility when it comes to
problem solving: “There were so
many issues to deal with in the
past 18 months and one of the
things that’s come out of it is a
real sense that if we had to face
a similar crisis of any kind the
responses would be quicker and
very effective.”
Battle-hardened perhaps,
and ready to ensure the voices
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Industry Associations

Guild of Cleaners and Launderers

T

he efforts of the TSA and
others in trying to persuade
government of the injustice
of failing to see the sector as an
essential service, is recognised
by Ken Cupitt, exams board
chairman of the Guild of Cleaners
and Launderers (GCL).
“Our laundry and drycleaning
industry has just gone through
a horrendous year, never before
experienced by any previous
generation, with revenues being
squeezed through constantly
repeating lockdowns changing
the way of working for many and
putting in jeopardy the earning
power of others,” he says.
“Government-led initiatives
were introduced allegedly to
provide some financial benefits,
but whole swathes in our business
community have been left out putting these businesses, and the
livelihoods of its dependents, at
a very severe risk, because we
were left outside of the rules and
regulations put in to control the
schemes.
For the government, this error
was on top of the massive early
mistake of not stocking in the NHS
reusable (launderable) gowns,
which led to shortages at hospitals,
causing a crisis at the beginning
of the pandemic.” Cupitt believes
this was a ‘massive error’ in not

recognising our industry could
have provided a valuable backup
service in the early days when
PPE was in such short supply,
by washing and turning around
in short cycles, but with only
single use items this was made
impossible.
Like others, he has become a
huge fan of Zoom type meetings:
“These can save thousands of
pounds annually for a business and
make it more efficient by keeping
employees working longer at their
job rather than the long commute
for a company meeting.
“This technology was not
developed for a virus-infected
economy, but it certainly has
found its place, and will be here
to stay for the future.”
Cupitt has followed with
fascination research into the
hygiene of textiles carried out on
behalf of the Guild, supported by
the Company of Launderers, by
Northumbria University, and the
TSA project with the De Montfort
University, Leicester. However,
you sense some frustration that
although this is for the benefit of
the whole industry, it’s only paid
for by those who belong to these
industry bodies.
W here do we go f rom
here? Cupitt says: “Sadly,
some businesses will not have

survived because the cash help
made available either did not
reach them because they fell
outside of the rules applied, or
it proved insufficient to provide
an adequate cashflow to cover
all commitments. This gap
in the market created will be
quickly taken up by those who
have survived and are eager to
replenish their now near empty
coffers. Business debts will
have risen over the course of the
pandemic, and this also will have
to be paid back but we will still
have an industry and we will have
a market to serve.”
He expects that some laundries
with the high standards required
will pick up the re-usable gowns
within hospitals, but profit
margins will be tight on this
market or the pressure to return
to single use PPE will bring back
old decisions.
Drycleaners, already affected
by the likes of polyester fibre in
clothing making home washing
and finishing much easier, face
tough times with the ‘work from
home’ expansion and ‘dress down
days’. Countering some of this will
be the return of social functions
encouraging people to dress up
and dine out, often staying in
hotels.
One thing the buying public

Online meetings have flourished during Covid, though few bothered with a suit! Sessions
covering specific and urgent topics attracted far more attendees for our industry organisations
than face-to-face gatherings

Worshipful Company of
Launderers

will not wish to give up is their
love of home deliveries and
our retail sector, if not already
satisfying this requirement, may
have to adopt, or buy in, an
arrangement with a professional
transport business, some form of
home delivery or collection and
delivery,” he believes.
“Quality of service, however,
will always be of paramount
importance and being in the clean
business we should practice what
we preach and provide a level of
service equal to the task, free
from stains and well finished and
returned on time.”
Guild members subscription
fees have been discounted by
a 25 per cent reduction for the
coming year and to help those
with cashf low problems there
is a facility for making monthly
payments. The Guild’s valuable
collection of technical books now
has three new entries introduced
during the pandemic and online
and distance courses will have a
part to play for both newcomers
and those wishing to expand their
knowledge.
The Guild, in cooperation with
CINET, uses bespoke or template
framework online learning, each
course dedicated to a sector of our
industry, to provide flexibility
and personalised approach to an
employee’s need to succeed. All
are built to work flawlessly on
multi-device platforms ,meaning
they can be accessed from
anywhere and on any device. And
expanded networking, whether
online monthly seminars and
e-bulletins are tackling problems
and industry issues, meaning
advice and knowledge can be
quickly shared.

T

he prestigious livery company
has at last been able to renew
the social side of its activities
after a year when gatherings
of its Company and Court have
been severely curtailed. As Total
Laundry’s managing director
Sarah Lancaster, a Liveryman and
Court Assistant, says: “We can
actually go out to dinner, attend
our ceremonies and functions –
long may it continue.”
But as she’s keen to point out,
while June events including the
installation court and annual
service are important markers of
something approaching normal
activities, behind the scenes much
has been going on. For instance,
the livery company – along with
other industry organisations –
was delighted when Vikas Shah
MBE, managing director of
Swiscot Group, was appointed
a non-executive board member
at the Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS), giving us a noted voice
at the top table.
Very importantly in a year plus
of crisis, the Worshipful Company
of Launderers has managed to
support people and organisations,

often in urgent need, through
charitable grants awarded by its
Benevolence Committee led by
Paul Higgs. He explains: “We
manage to do all the due diligence
while being able to respond quite
swiftly and flexibly, whether it’s
to cover perhaps a wheelchair
needed by a former drycleaner
or sponsoring a child at Christs’
Hospital School.”
Vital funds have been allocated
in recent months to charities and
projects helping people of all
ages, from covering the cost of
nebulisers for asthma sufferers
in Southwark to a grant to The
Fashion and Textile Children’s
Trust, which supports children
of people working in the textile
i ndu st r y, cover i ng school
uniforms, beds, household items
and educational needs for children
with a disability or additional
needs.
As Higgs says: “It’s not all
about booze and dos!”
But today we raise a glass to
all those working in our industry’s
trade associations to ensure we
have a voice at government level,
share knowledge or reach out to
help others.

Vital funds have been
allocated in recent months to
charities and projects helping
people of all ages

NALI

T

he committee of the
National Association of the
Launderette Industry (NALI)
may not have been able to meet
face-to-face during the pandemic,
but as the backbone of coin-op
establishments has been kept
busy looking after members’
interests, says vice-chairman
Mary Simons.
“A few coin-op businesses have
not survived Covid, or perhaps
their owners decided on a different
career route,” Simons reveals. But
there’s another side to this coin
as through the family business of
AGS she’s also seen many people
make contact who want to open new
launderettes or install a coin-op
installation into their drycleaning
outlet. Launderettes will survive,

especially as they were considered
an essential service so could remain
open during the lockdowns.
Simons believes every business
should belong to a trade association
as the knowledge and information
that can be gleaned is ‘worth its
weight in gold’. Not that you need
a pile of gold to belong to NALI:
It costs just over 20p per day to
belong and take advantage of

numerous benefits including the
quarterly members-only journal
Launderette and Cleaning World,
health and safety guidelines,
window sticker confirming you
belong to the trade association are
just the start.
NALI represents members
to utility suppliers, the HSE and
gover nment depar tments on
taxation and restrictive trade issues
and has access to an independent
conciliation advisory service to help
resolve disputes between members
and customers. Then there’s posters,
a code of practice, fighting fund to
provide financial backing to meet
the costs of legally challenging (in
the courts if necessary) damaging
or unworkable legislation, an online
forum and access to legal advice

on all business aspects of running
a launderette.
Members include not only
owners and operators of high
street launderettes but also any
individual, company or organisation
offering coin-op launderettes such
as marinas, hotels, universities,
caravan and camping sites.
Si mons says: “Althoug h
launderettes in the UK have fallen
from their peak in the 1970s, NALI
is still at the forefront, ensuring that
all information relating to coin-op
outlets from the government and
local authorities is provided to all
its members. When you include the
day to day running of launderettes
as well as what has happened and
been reported this is an enormous
amount of information.”

NALI recognises that some launderettes have closed, but the
bulk will survive having been considered an essential service
during the pandemic – and there are signs of new entrants to
this sector
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LADAs 2021

The Laundry
and Drycleaning
Awards 2021
Thursday 4 November 2021

Mercedes-Benz World in Surrey

LAST
CALL
FOR
NOMINATIONS!
Deadline is 31 July 2021 - It’s easy to nominate!
This is the last chance to look at
the people and companies you
work with in the industry and think
of what they’ve achieved, their
dedication to the industry, their
innovations and their inspirations
– and reward them for their efforts
by nominating them into a category

for the Laundry and Drycleaning
Awards 2021. But you need to be
quick - nominations close this
month. The deadline for completed
nomination packs is 31 July 2021.
You can put forward either
yourself, or an individual, a
product, service or business

that you think deserves to be
recognised for what they do.
As the first step just visit
w w w.megevent s.co.u k a nd
click on the LADAs page and
complete some basic information
to nominate a person or business
for a category.

A nomination pack will then
be sent out to complete your
submission. The closing date for
completed nomination packs is
31 July 2020. Full details will be
in your pack.

Book your place now Book discounted rooms
This is likely to be one of the first
large-scale industry events to take
place once lockdown fully eases.
Touch wood. Fingers crossed etc!
So we’re expecting it to be popular.
The places always quickly fill up
once the shortlist is announced
so if you’re definitely wanting a
place, we suggest booking now to
avoid disappointment.
The whole evening is a
wonderful occasion from start to
finish – the champagne reception
amongst the cars, from the classics
to the supercars, a sumptuous
three-course dinner and fantastic
entertainment throughout the
night. And of course, the highlight
of the night is the award ceremony
itself, as the winners of each
category are announced and take
to the stage to collect their award.
To be part of the evening you

at our preferred hotel

Our preferred hotel is the luxury
Brooklands Hotel. It’s just minutes’
walk from Mercedes-Benz World
so it provides the perfect overnight
finish to the LADAs event.
We’ve secured discounted
rates for the LADAs of £189 +

can book a place for £85 + vat,
or get colleagues, customers,
suppliers or your team together
and book a table for 10 at £800 +
vat. To book your place, simply
contact MEG Events. You’ll find
all the details at the bottom of
the page.

Our sponsors…

VAT per night for a double room
including breakfast. These do
book up quickly, so our advice
is to book soon. NB: Bookings at
the rate above can ONLY be made
via MEG Events.

BE A SPONSOR
There are some sponsorship packages still
available. If you’d like to use this opportunity to
raise your profile and get your business in front
of key industry decision makers, then get in
touch with MEG Events to find out more.

• Best New Product
• Best Newcomer
• Drycleaner/
Wetcleaner of the
Year
• Green/Sustainability
Award
• Laundry Manager
(new for 2021)
• Counter Customer
Service Advisor (new
for 2021)

• Responsible Business
Award
• SME Laundry of the
Year
• Training & Education
in the Workplace
• Trainee/Apprentice
(TSA)*
• Commercial Laundry
• Unsung Hero*
• Digital/Tech Award

• Lifetime Achievement
Award – to be judged
and selected by our
judging panel
• Machinery Distributor
of the Year
*by third party nomination only
• Most Innovative
Company

The LADAs Lifetime Achievement Award
This very special award is not a nominated category. The judges
will select a winner and this will be revealed on the evening of
the awards ceremony. If there is someone in the industry that
you believe should be considered, then please contact the team
at MEG Events directly.

We’re delighted to have the following sponsors on board. Without their support the LADAs simply can’t happen. Our thanks to …

HEADLINE SPONSOR

info@megevents.co.uk | megevents.co.uk | Tel: 0118 901 4471
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The categories for
the LADAs 2021 are:

Advertorial

Ecolab, committed to protect
the environment and textiles
through laundry innovations

Ecolab is rethinking laundry solutions:
Efficiency & Flexibility meet Sustainability
Ecolab Textile Care has introduced AdvaCare PRO, AdvaCare ULTIMATE,
MultiCare™ PRO and SoftGuard DELICATE to help commercial
laundries address customers’ needs across different market sectors and
optimise laundry operations with a higher level of flexibility, wash
process efficiency and environmental sustainability. When it comes to
today’s laundry solutions, the pandemic has highlighted the importance
of textile protection and hygiene control, beyond an efficient cleanliness.
Since the demand for “green” solutions is strongly increasing, there is
a careful balance to be built between high levels of textile disinfection
and environmental sustainability.

These multi-component platforms cover a wide range of wash temperatures:
from 40°C with AdvaCare ULTIMATE, up to 60°C, with AdvaCare
PRO for healthcare and long term care linen, from 60°C onwards with
MultiCare PRO, for hotel linen and linen from other market segments
and from 20°C up to 40°C for delicate fibres with SoftGuard DELICATE.
We include new technology into detergent formulations, based on
a long research on specific, highly efficient and sustainable surfactant
chemistry. Low temp and low alkalinity set up, lower COD emission
and final carbon footprint reduce the impact of the complete process on
the wastewater treatment.
All the new technology platforms can enhance the sustainability
performance, based on new active ingredients through the chemistry of
the main detergent, and can also deliver a high level of hygiene, through
D+ wash process set up (specific combination of detergent and laundry
biocide). These D+ modules are effective against a broad range of
pathogens, according to specific reference EN norms and are validated
according to the latest BPR (Biocidal Product Regulation) requirements
for textile disinfection.

The balance between textile hygiene, disinfection and garment protection
is crucial especially for healthcare and long-term care linen sectors:
AdvaCare solutions are the perfect answer to help maintain the right
balance of active ingredients necessary for an effective recontamination
control in the wash process. At the same time, the solution protects the
features of healthcare linen and garments, wash after wash.
Within AdvaCare PRO, AdvaCare Emulsion can be combined with
Ozonit Performance biocide in 60°C wash processes and delivers
best-in-class whiteness and efficient removal of healthcare stains from
flat linen and uniforms. Within AdvaCare ULTIMATE AdvaCare
Emulsion is combined with our latest innovation in term of low temp
disinfection AdvaCare DES: effective disinfection is validated at just
40°C to guarantee maximum hygiene and textile protection, prevent
colours from transferring or bleeding through a gentle wash process,
reduce water and energy costs.

MultiCare PRO delivers a lower impact on the wastewater treatment,
also thanks to the possibility to work in conditions of reduced alkalinity,
due to a carefully selected surfactant mix and to new high performing
complexing molecules, phosphorous free. This new 60°C solution
completes our hospitality offer, beyond the low temp programme
OxyGuard40. It enables laundries to manage wash conditions with
high flexibility in the process set up.

When it comes to washing needs for delicate textiles, the new
programme SoftGuard Delicate is our answer in term of maximum
comfort, smooth touch and disinfection. This platform delivers two
levels of shape and colour protection: the perfect match between
Delicate Detergent and Delicate Finish enables protection of delicate
fibres from shrinkage, felting, pilling and to guarantee consistent
colour brilliance maintenance, wash after wash.

Differentiated wash process set ups are available from 20°C up to
40°C, also including special ones for the wetcleaning application and
for D+ disinfection module (40°C, Delicate detergent combined with
Delicate DES new low temp laundry biocide).
Beside the meaningful COD reduction impact, all platforms provide
a more valuable benefit in terms of sustainability as the main detergent
has obtained an ecolabelling included in Type I (ISO 14024) with
specific license numbers released for the detergent only and recognised
as one of the European certified symbols of environmental excellence.

All the main features of the new platforms can really elevate the
offer of commercial laundries for their customers over a broad range
of applications and textile wash needs, with a clear communication
on sustainability and quality, through efficient laundry processes.

About Ecolab
A trusted partner at nearly three million customer locations, Ecolab
(ECL) is the global leader in water, hygiene and infection prevention
solutions and services. With annual sales of $12 billion and more
than 44,000 associates, Ecolab delivers comprehensive solutions,
data-driven insights and personalised service to advance food safety,

maintain clean and safe environments, optimise water and energy
use, and improve operational efficiencies and sustainability for
customers in the food, healthcare, hospitality and industrial markets
in more than 170 countries around the world. www.ecolab.com

www.ecolab.com
Follow us on LinkedIn @Ecolab, Twitter @Ecolab, Instagram @Ecolab_Inc and Facebook @Ecolab
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HOW SUPER IS THE

SUPER
DEDUCTION?
For expenditure
incurred from 1 April
2021 until the end of
March 2023, companies
can claim 130%
capital allowances on
qualifying equipment
purchases with
NO UPPER LIMIT!

What does this mean in practice?

This also includes qualifying
new assets purchased using
finance. This means that not only
can you spread the cost of purchase,
over a number of years, through an
Approved Business Finance facilitated
agreement but you can also reclaim
the Super Deduction when purchasing
qualifying equipment (with no upper
limits).

Only companies who pay corporation tax can take advantage of
this tax incentive. However, sole traders and partnerships can
look to still take advantage of the Annual Investment Allowance
which is currently set at £1 million and is in place until 31st
December 2021.

The super-deduction will allow
companies to cut their tax bill by up
to 25p for every £1 they invest. This
provides significantly faster tax relief
for qualifying investments, helping
businesses to invest and grow.

A company incurring the following amounts of qualifying
expenditure who decides to claim the super-deduction can
achieve the potential savings below:
SPEND ON
QUALIFYING ASSETS

SUPER
DEDUCTION

*POTENTIAL TAX
SAVING

£100,000
£250,000
£500,000
£1,000,000

£130,000
£325,000
£650,000
£1,300,000

£24,700
£61,750
£123,500
£247,000

*Potential Tax savings are based on qualifying purchases only.
Please speak to your accountant for full details.

Who can participate?

What expenditure qualifies?
Expenditure must be on equipment such as new and unused
plant machinery, factory fit outs, scaffolding and catering
equipment (exclusions apply, speak to one of our AMs for more
detail). Expenditure needs to be incurred on or after 1 April 2021,
but before 1 April 2023. Most tangible capital assets used in
the course of a business are considered equipment, plant and
machinery for the purposes of claiming capital allowances.
If you are looking to purchase machine assets, please contact:

Bob Mills on 07535 535410 or email
bobm@cherrytreemachines.co.uk to start the process

We now have the new government-backed ‘Recovery Loan Scheme’ (RLS) which was launched on the 6th of
April. There are some differences in interest and fees compared to the CBILS loan but RLS are also available to
a wider audience and without any minimum turnover. They offer more flexibility with their payback term but
crucially are still 80% government-backed and with no personal guarantee required by the borrower.
SUPER-DEDUCTION (VERSION 1 -April 2021) Eligibility criteria are outlined in the published tax information and impacts note, found at
www.gov.uk/government/publications/new-temporary-tax-reliefs-on-qualifying-capital-asset-investments-from-1-april-2021
Approved Business Finance Ltd is an independent asset finance brokerage and not a lender. Approved Business Finance Ltd is an Appointed
Representative of AFS Compliance Ltd, which is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm number 625035.
Approved Business Finance Ltd is a Franchisee of Asset Finance Solutions (UK) Ltd.
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CLAIM YOUR SUPER
DEDUCTION ON THESE
CHERRY TREE DEALS
130% TAX DEDUCTION SAVING OVER £36,000 OR MORE ON OUR IRONING LINE DEAL
From just £4,399 PM subject to status

FULL IRONING LINE 3.2M WIDE STEAM
IN STOCK IMMEDIATE DELIVERY INCLUDES:

SAVE UP TO

£130,OOO

(FROM LIST PRICE)

LAPAUW IRON
MAX DEMO
IRONER 3.2M
WIDE FIXED BED
2 ROLL
TECHNICAL
MANUAL
1200MM

NEW
3 STATION
FEEDER
3.2M WIDE

NEW
MULITIFUNCTION
RAPID FOLDER
1 LARGE (SHEETS)
4 SMALL
3 CROSS FOLDS
3 PRIMARY FOLDS

IRONMAX SERIES
(MANY EXTRAS
INCLUDED)

PLUS 1 YEAR WARRANTY & FREE SPARE PARTS KIT WORTH OVER £9,000
(If ordered before the end of June 2021)

Full line delivered (installation extra) and you can part exchange your old equipment with cash back!

ALL MACHINES IN STOCK • NO DEPOSIT
• 3 OR 5 YEARS LEASE PURCHASE AVAILABLE • IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
BENEFIT FROM 130% TAX RELIEF - MACHINES IN STOCK

LX445
LAVATEC
200KG
WASHER

CHERRYTREE
200KG
WASHER
LX460
LAVATEC
260KG
WASHER

CHERRYTREE
100KG
WASHER

KENT
100KG
MAT
DRYER

CHERRYTREE
100KG
DRYER
CHERRYTREE
50KG
WASHER

CHERRYTREE
50KG
DRYER

For an unbeatable quote and more
information call Bob Mills
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Shirt Finishing

Getting shirty with
your customers
The world is getting back to normal. A new normal. For some that means
a return to the workplace and for others, a change in where they work
and what they wear. And that means a rising level of demand for the
laundering and pressing of shirts.
While there has been a change in consumer behaviour when it comes to buying
goods and services, laundry is a localised service – certainly so for the private
individual compared to a business user. This means opportunities for those serving
local communities.
So, what has changed in the world of shirt finishing? Adam Bernstein finds out

Service Machinery Limited
Stephen Pick of Service Machinery
Limited (SML) knows that shirts
have “proved to be an excellent
opportunity for drycleaners to
drive additional turnover.”
Of course, to take advantage of
this means buying new equipment.
Pick explains that shir t
machines are based on one of
two technologies - ‘plate press’
or ‘blowing’ and each has its
advantages: “Plate press machines
have greater heat capacity
therefore they can dry a shirt
quicker; they press a shirt against
a polished ironing surface which
on some fabrics gives the
glazed finish some customers
are looking for.” But he warns
that they need careful loading
as a crease left when loading
takes a lot of correcting later,
and quite possibly a re-wash.
Blowing machines, on the
other hand, “cope better with
smaller shirts and the shirt
is available to the operator
to adjust and form while
finishing.”
Of the machines he
supplies, he talks f irst
of V E I T, a G e r m a n
manufacturer.
The first he mentions
is the Universal Finisher
8319, “an ideal machine for
small and medium-sized
laundries… spin-dry shirts,
blouses, smocks or chef jackets
are finished quickly without
creases by a hot-air fan.” He adds
that drycleaned garments, such as
jackets and coats, can be finished
on this machine.”
Next is the “high performance”
shirt finisher SF26 which Pick
says is utilised mainly in laundries
and textile care plants with
higher shirt volumes. It features
a low construction height and
a retractable front clamp, and
it’s quoted as handling up to 45
shirts per hour of different sizes,
materials and shapes and requires
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Sermac offers the VEIT Universal Finisher 8319
which suits small and medium sized laundries
only one operator.
The unit comes with a colour
touchscreen display to access
the SF26’s many programmes.
In describing how it works, Pick
says that “the operator can select
pre-programmed settings or
make adjustments to the steam
and air times, select long or short
sleeved and change tensioning
settings as required, or select
the fully automatic dry sensor
which makes sure the shirt is dry
before completing the cycle and,
perhaps more importantly, will
not over-dry.”
There is an optional 2157 hand
finisher iron for the 8319 and SF26
which can be used for ‘touch-up’
during the finishing cycle.
Another option is the VEIT

8900 shirt press which Pick says is
designed for laundries and textile
care plants handling high volumes.
Of this he says that “moving
transversely from above the press
plate with fused heating system, it
provides temperature distribution,
saves energy and achieves a
stretching effect downwards.” It
can handle 60 shirts per hour.
And then there’s the VEIT
collar and cuff press 8905 with
vertical closing and built-in
suction that holds the shirt in
place during loading. Says Pick:
“One operator can process shirts
on both the collar and cuff press
and shirt machine at the same time.
This overlap of functions is key to
efficient processing.”
Not everyone wants a VEIT

product in which case, Pick
suggests the Böwe SP-20 shirt
press which, he says, is new for
2021. “Developed by Böwe, the
SP-20 offers ‘press and blow’
hybrid finishing. It uses a hot
plate to the front and shoulder
area, with high pressure hot air
forming of the sleeves and back.”
He says that the hybrid approach
provides “quality finishing at a
more affordable price.”
Overall, Pick reckons that
“Böwe’s innovations reduce
steam consumption and heat and
noise for an improved working
environment.” Further, the SP-20
features a tall-slim body form that
allows the finishing of shirts from
XS to XXL. Also, the hot plates
are Tef lon coated for reduced
shine on dark coloured shirts. A
matching collar and cuff press is
also available.
U l t i m a t e l y, P i c k s a y s
that SML has “experience of
supporting customers during
the decision-making process,
selecting the right machine and
technology for their needs and
also after the sale when it is key
that technical support, service and
spare parts are easily available and
affordable.”

The Böwe SP-20 from
Sermac offers ‘press and
blow’ hybrid finishing
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AGS
Mary Simons, director at AGS, is
hoping that the exit from Covid
will hopefully mean “more shirts
being worn which will allow
laundries and drycleaners to
return to a kind of normality something we all really desire.”
With this in mind, she thinks
that “the only way a business can
cope with a healthy throughput
of shirts is to invest in a shirt
finisher.” It’s interesting that,
pre-Covid, Simons had seen
growth in the number of outlets
offering shirt services. She
understands that “to make good
profit you must be able to generate
high volumes. However, since so
many outlets offer a shirt service,
businesses must ensure that theirs
offer a better-quality finish than
their competitors - and this can
only be achieved by using a shirt
finisher.”
Simons says that AGS
has looked “long and hard” at
manufacturers of shirt finishing
equipment “and decided that
Trevil provided the best on the
market.” She points first to the
Trevistar CR2, a blowing shirt
unit with a small footprint – “we
all know space is at a premium
in the majority of drycleaners,
wetcleaners and laundries.” On
top of its diminutive size, this
machine can, Simons says, handle
50 shirts per hour. Sleeve arms are
designed to allow unprecedented
control of sleeve tensioning. This
model is available in two versions
which differ in how they finish

cuffs – one, the S, provides a
soft finish by means of blowing
devices which dry without
marks or creases while the
other, the FC, finishes
the shir t with cuff
pleats. There’s also an
electronic touchscreen
with a console that can be
set up on either side of the
operator to cater for different
site layouts.
Another Trevil unit, the
Princess Ultra, finishes shirts
and also finishes blouses, jackets
- wet or dry - and can also cope
with a huge range of fabrics. As
Simons explains, “it is the only
finisher equipped with the Trevil
rotating front clamp; it is so easy
to use that after a few hours of
training anyone can use it.” The
base of the device is only 55cm
wide and when not in use its arms
can be folded along the sides of
the machine.
The last machine Simons
talks about is the Presto FC,
“a high productivity unit that
handles up to 70 pieces per
hour.” Of this, she says that the
design of the machine allows for
“extremely fast loading as the
operator does not have to change
position. Further, this machine
will easily fit through a 90cm
door frame making installation
a doddle.” Trevil produces two
models for standard and large
shapes. The Presto FC must be
used in combination with a cuff
and collar press.

Dane offers the
Fimas 296 single
buck shirt unit
which can cope
with wet and dry
garments

The Trevistar CR2 from AGS is a blowing shirt unit with a small
footprint

The Presto FC from AGS is a high productivity unit that can handle
up to 60-70 pieces per hour

Parrisianne
“The laundered shirt service in the
UK has seen a constant increase
in turnover year on year since the
early 2000s,” says Parrisianne
managing director Jimmy Holt,
“although we know over the last
year this was almost non-existent
due to the pandemic. However, as
workers return to their offices,
this will return.”
Holt thinks that there are
several reasons for the growth
in laundered shirts: Families
having less time to wash and iron
shirts at home, fashion changing,
the wearing of jeans and a good
shirt on a night out, and shops
selling shirts in multiple offers
at a discount.
Onto machines, Parrisianne
says sales of its Sankosha range
of shirt finishers have risen
markedly. As Holt details,
“Sankosha takes great pride in
producing a machine that not
only does the job it is built for,
but which has a long working
lifetime - some machines are
almost 20 years old and still
producing a quality shirt.” It’s
this reliability which Holt thinks
makes them “economical to invest
in and use.” All machines come
with a standard one-year warranty
on parts and labour, a three-year
warranty on the PC board and a
five-year warranty on all welded
parts.
As for the units themselves,
there’s the MF350 multi shirt unit,
LP560E and LP590E single buck
shirt finishers, and the LP190E
double buck shirt finishers and
collar and cuff presses which can
match the production rate of the
shirt finishers.
When it comes to buying,

Parrisianne, says Holt, can guide
customers down the right path
when it comes to investing. One
of the options Parrisianne has
introduced over the last year, is
a three-year rental of Sankosha

shirt finishers, with the option
to buy or return. The lease rental
cost includes all service work,
parts and covers.
By way of example of what
Parrisianne can do, Holt cites M

A Sankosha LP560E single buck shirt press from Parrisianne on
site at M and H Cleaners

and H Cleaners which already
had a shirt unit, but which was
old and failing leading to shirts
requiring lots of touching up.
The owner, Assad Shaker, was
advised by Parrisianne to remove
his old machine and install a
Sankosha LP560E single buck
shirt press and LP690E collar
and cuff press. As Holt tells,
“with tensioning and a footprint
of 660mm wide and 1000mm
deep, this would prove to be a
great space saver, compared to
his old collar and cuff press. We
also advised him to increase his
steam pressure from the normal
4.5 bar to 6.5 bar for the new
Sankosha shirt system. Doing this
allows his shirts to be dried faster
and increases production.” As an
aside, all Sankosha shirt units can
be used with steam pressures of
up to 6.5bar.
W i t h i n o n e we e k of
installation, the unit is running
with 38-42 shirts an hour with
minimal touch up.
In another case, Akbar
Moh a m m a d of C onc orde
Cleaners had a different problem.
Mohammad, says Holt, was
pressing around 400 shirts a
week, but had no shirt unit, so
was having to press shirts on a
utility press and iron table. “He
had come to realise, that this was
costing too much and taking too
long. Our recommendation was
to install the Sankosha LP590E
and LP690E. We helped with the
financing of the project. Now his
staff can finish garments that
have been drycleaned with time
to spare and not be put under
pressure to get the day’s work
finished on time.”

Dane Realstar
Nicholas Higgs, partner and sales
and service manager at Dane
Realstar, says that Fimas produces
“outstanding” shirt finishers.
In talking about the products,
Higgs talks first about the Fimas
379 shirt form finisher: “This
rotating, elevating and stretching
form finisher is a great shirt
finisher for drycleaners who need
equipment capable of finishing
wetclea n i ng ga r ment s a nd
laundered shirts.” It’s fitted with
pneumatic side arms which clamp
the cuffs and tension the sleeves of
the shirts “to give a lovely blown
finish to the garment.”
Next is the Fimas 317 blown
shirt and form finisher which
Higgs says is universal and can also
handle jackets, coats and raincoats.
He says that “it is very versatile for
a busy drycleaner wishing to finish
a variety of garments; a touchscreen
display on the control panel with
fully automatic control makes life
easy when using this machine.”
It also features a telescopic
body form and constant vacuum for
loading, along with a front pressing
plate which moves to one side for
ease of loading – “making this a
user-friendly machine.” There’s
also automatic vertical tensioning
on the body and adjustable sleeve
clamps “to ensure an optimum
finish” while an adjustable airflow
also accommodates more delicate
garments.
Following on is the Fimas 389
blown shirt finisher which Higgs
describes as “the perfect blown
shirt finisher. It combines ease of
operation with the high level of
technology expected of the Fimas
range giving superb value for
money, and many energy efficient
features.” He adds that its suitable
for wet or dry shirts, although dry
shirts will need extra finishing.
It’s relatively compact and
so will fit through a standard
doorway. Also, it has the option
of a heat recovery hood and thermal
exchangers and is now available as a

four-station rotating buck machine.
For collar work Dane has
the Fimas 387 collar cuff press.
This unit comes with a steam or
electrically heated polished head
top buck and safety rail, a timer
control, full vacuum, and push
button controls for closing. Higgs
says that there are two models
available: 387.50 standard scissor
press and 387.60 vertical compact
press, with a smaller footprint. The
387.60 is said to offer an extra 20
per cent greater pressing power.
It’s notable, that, says Higgs,
“these can be connected to
central steam services, or a range
of integrated boilers, which are
capable of producing sufficient
steam for both this unit and all
Fimas shirt units.”
Something else for laundries
to consider is the Fimas 296 single
buck pressed shirt finisher. Of this,
Higgs says that it’s suitable for the
finishing of wet and dry shirts and
can “give a high-quality crisp firm
finish to the body, yoke, shoulders,
long and short sleeves and sleeve
placket.”
With energy efficient features,
Higgs claims that it can handle
between 45 and 60 shirts per hour
and can process shirts of any size
– “paired with a collar cuff press
and a second operator, productivity
will be increased significantly.”
It also has a touchscreen display
on the control panel and is fully
automatic. Loading and starting
is by foot pedal. Higgs adds that
“the front and rear press plates are
constructed from highly thermal
energy efficient aluminium and
stainless alloy.”
The last item Higgs mentions,
is the Fimas 298 double rotating
pressed shirt finisher. He says that
it “is the best double buck machine
on the market for the finishing of
wet and dry shirts.” It features an
automatic unit for pressed shirt
finishing, just as with the 296m
but with two 180° rotating body
formers.

SUMMER IS HERE
START YOUR PREPARATIONS
FOR AUTUMN

NEW LAUNDRY/LAUNDERETTE EQUIPMENT
ELECTROLUX LAC – WET CLEANING
DETERGENTS AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!!!
See page 26
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Getting shirty with your customers
Renzacci UK
Jason Alexander, managing director
at Renzacci UK, reckons that the
pandemic has ignited moments
and companies asking: ‘How has
our business performed up until
this point? How can we be more
sustainable moving forward? How
can we separate ourselves from an

increasingly crowded market?’
That was certainly the case for
one of his customers, Nez Muslu
of East Street Dry Cleaners. Says
Alexander, “having sold his shop,
Nez relocated to a larger facility,
closer to the hustle and bustle of the
town where he was sure to attract

East Street Dry Cleaners has taken
several Pony units from Renzacci UK

a larger clientele. Initially, he was
using a hot plate Sankosha shirt
machine, but with the move, he saw
an opportunity to implement a new,
fresher system.” On the change
Muslu commented, “I decided - for
my new business - to try a blow
system instead of a hot plate.”
Muslu approached Renzacci UK
during the process of thoroughly
researching all the machinery
options and makes available
to him, before making a final
decision. He’d seen the Pony series
and visited the factory (near Milan)
to witness the units being built and
then demonstrated.
Alexander claims that they can
“save up to 30 per cent on energy
costs.” He goes on to explain that
the Pony Eagle 2.0 operates on
a three-phase electricity supply
and air compressor only, with
no need for an additional steam
generator or complex installation.
The system can be supplied with
a choice of three different buck
sizes, allowing for garments from
large shirts to small and delicate
blouses to be finished. He adds
that “its ergonomically-designed
features allow for a very rapid rate
of production and incorporates a
hot air recovery system, which
enables faster drying times, higher

productivity and reduced energy
consumption.” In addition, it
features a touchscreen operating
system, automatic shirt tensioning
and new sleeves tensioning system,
and is height adjustable.
After seeing the machines in
Italy, Alexander says that Muslu
placed an order for a Pony Eagle
2.0 as well as a Pony collar
and cuff press and Pony
Genus-SV finishing
table.
The clincher
for Muslu seemed
t o be, re ckon s
Alexander, the many
options available and an ability
to process more shirts in a day.
In Muslu’s words: “The quality
of finish is genuinely the best I
have ever seen from any make
of machine, and it is incredible
how many shirts go from the
machine straight to packing,
with no touching up.”
Alexander finished by
saying that “Pony continues to
roll out some incredible pieces
of equipment, which are very
competitive in pricing and
incorporate all of the low running
costs you would expect, and we’re
always really eager to make our
clients aware of them.”

The Pony Eagle 2.0 from Renzacci UK operates on a three-phase
electricity supply and air compressor only – there is no need for
an additional steam generator

TexID
Like others in the sector, Tabish
Aiman, managing director of
TexID, is seeing a slow but steady
increase in pre-Covid buying
patterns. “The high-standard shirt
service disappeared in late March
2020 – almost overnight. But as
this is now returning, we should
examine what the best qualities
of shirt finishing equipment are
required to stay ahead.”
His first comment is that
the hard steel outer buck has
several draw backs “including
the potential for broken buttons
and an uneven colour finish.
In contrast, he talks of Carlo
Barbanti, “the originator of the soft
buck shirt finisher who decided
on a distinctly different route.”
Aiman says that by designing a
combination of perforated metal
and advanced synthetic fabric
busts, Barbanti was able to create
machines that not only steamed
and hot air blowed the sleeves
but the entire body of the shirt

as well - “this did away with the
steel outer buck completely and
allows the synthetic fabric to form,
precisely to the shape of the shirt
and made sure that dark shirts had
a uniform colour.”
Ba rbant i’s process uses
tensioning clamps to pull shirt tails,
both front and back downward and
eliminates the need to put safety
pins in to stretch the shirt back
into shape. And to overcome the
need to hard press buttonholes,
Aiman says that Barbanti “devised
a unique blade that evenly finished
buttonholes without putting undo
pressure on the buttons.”
The result is a family of
products each specialising
including the 451 MultiFinisher,
435 entry level single shirt finisher,
440 standard single shirt finisher,
484 Premium single shirt finisher
and the high production 883 double
shirt finisher.
Aiman goes into more detail.
“The 451 can finish shirts in a wet

state straight from the washing
machine as well as finishing suit
jackets, coats and puffer jackets in
a dry state.” Many of the controls
are manually adjustable so an
operator can dial in the exact
needs for each garment. For
safety reasons, the sleeve angle
adjustments are automatic via a
toggle lever on the control console.
As for the 435, it’s solely for
shirts but also offers manual
adjustments – “its pricing is very
attractive so even a very budget
conscious business can afford to
get into productive shirt finishing.”
Next is the 440 single shirt
finisher, which Aiman says
has “additional automated aids
to increase productivity. These
include a vacuum system to assist
in getting a perfect finish requiring
minimum to no, after finishing,
touch up work.”
Moving into the high-capacity
high production machines, Aiman
points out the 484 single shirt and
883 double shirt units. “The 484
has two heat recovery systems,
round cuff clamps, integrated
sleeve vent clamps, pneumatically
operated controls and on the fly
programme settings that change
between each finish cycle.” There’s
also a heat recovery that is said to
save 30 per cent of the energy used
by traditional machines.
Going up a level Aiman says
that the 883 finishes shirts in a
sealed chamber with a revolving
buck design. “Energy savings
are at their maximum and an
ideal controlled and enclosed
finishing environment ensure the

The Barbanti 883 from TexID finishes
shirts in a sealed chamber using a
revolving buck design
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Sermac supplies the Barbanti
484 which features two heat
recovery systems, round cuff
clamps, integrated sleeve vent
clamps and pneumatically
operated controls
best quality time after time.” He
says that “these are the highest
production rate machines, with
a quality finish, available on the
market today.”
Not forgetting collars and
cuffs, Aiman highlights the 520
which “accomplishes this with
a minimal footprint and built-in
vacuum function to maintain
tension.” Output is matched to
Barbanti’s single shirt finishers
so a single operator can work them
all at the same time. This concept is
furthered by the 551 double collar
and cuff machine where, “output
is matched to the 883 double shirt
machine so even with two shirts
at a time, only a single operator
is required.”

Sermac’s
Barbanti
520 requires
minimal
space and
has a builtin vacuum
function

News

Miele brings a breath of fresh air to closed spaces
In response to the pandemic, the
professional division of Miele
has announced the launch of its
AirControl air purifier to minimise
the spread of air-borne infections
and improve hygiene efficiency
within closed spaces. To help
businesses prevent the spread of
viruses, the white goods provider
has manufactured the AirControl
in record time, making it the fastest
‘concept to production’ product to
hit the market in Miele’s history.
Wit h st r i nge nt hyg ie ne
measu res in place for the
foreseeable future and with many
indoor public areas already open
in the UK in accordance with
the government roadmap to ease
lockdown restrictions, the Miele
AirControl is an ideal solution to
prevent the spread of infection.
Care homes, hotels, restaurants,
hairdressers and classrooms are
just some of the businesses who

will benefit from the product.
M iele P r ofe s sion a l h a s
collaborated with UlmAir, an
air filtration company based in
Germany, to ensure best-in-class
technology is instilled throughout
the design of AirControl. This

contains a five-stage filtration
system which includes a certified
HEPA H14 filter built to remove
99.9995 per cent of harmful
particles from indoor air circulation.
With droplets of around > 5 µm
(micrometre) primarily responsible

Demand leads to LES team expansion
Laundry Engineering Services continue their
ongoing commitment to the industry with
the addition of two new employees who have
recently joined their team.
John Beecroft has joined the company as
operations manager and will be based at the
Blackburn HQ.
Jason Burley joins the field service
engineer team based in the South of England.
John Haden, director at Laundr y
Engineering Services commented “Our further
expansion is in line with our long term strategy
and underpins our current increased demand”

ABOUT US
Laundry Engineering Services
Established in 2015 LES are an independent specialist commercial laundry engineering
company, providing a range of services to the commercial and industrial laundry sector.
'EWIHMR'PEGOFYVR1ERGEWLMVI[ISǯIVREXMSR[MHIIRKMRIIVMRKGSZIV[LMGLMW
supported by a fully equipped workshop and spares operation.
Our team of laundry experienced engineers are fully conversant with the functionality of
commercial laundries and have a vast array of knowledge of the equipment and
machinery across the marketplace.
.REHHMXMSRXSTVSZMHMRKIRKMRIIVMRKGSZIV[ISǯIVTPERRIHWIVZMGIZMWMXWIQIVKIRG]
GEPPSYXWJSVFVIEOHS[RWJEYPXǰRHMRKKIRIVEPIRKMRIIVMRKIUYMTQIRXEWWIWWQIRXW
and machinery refurbishment, machinery moves and gas servicing.

LES SPECIALISE IN THE FOLLOWING:

PLANNED PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE

NATIONWIDE
ENGINEERING COVER

BREAKDOWN
SERVICING

PROJECTS

GAS SERVICING

GENERAL ENGINEERING

Tel: 01254 457015
E: service@laundryengineering.co.uk
Unit 3, Lever Works, Slater Street, Blackburn, Lancashire, BB2 4LY

for transmission of the SAR-CoV-2
virus over short distance, a recent
study has also identified the
distribution of aerosol particles as
potential virus carriers. Aerosol
particles of approximately < 5 µm in
size present a high risk of infection,
especially in enclosed spaces, as
they can remain suspended in
air and can travel easily. Indirect
infection with aerosol particles,
which accumulate in a room over
time, cannot be entirely prevented
by non-medical masks.
Additional to the high-capacity
HEPA H14 filter, the five-stage
filtration system has been designed
with a coarse filter to hold back
and filter out coarse particles such
as pollen, lint and small paper
fibres; a fine filter which retains
particles between 1 to 10 µm in
size (smoke, germs and bacteria);
an active charcoal filter to remove
odours; and an exhaust filter to

optimise air discharge, ensuring
the uniform distribution of air. The
capacity and performance of the
air purifier is designed to allow
a six-fold displacement of room
air per hour.
To s t r e n g t h e n d efe n c e
against the virus, air purifiers
are complimentar y to other
preventive measures such as social
distancing, the washing of hands
and the wearing of masks. While
ventilating rooms by opening
windows may be seen as a viable
option for dispersing particles, it
is often inefficient and involves
considerable energy losses in
the winter months. Instead, air
purifiers continuously scrub
the air and rid it of any harmful
particles though constant filtration,
permanently reducing the viral
load.
AirControl will be available
to purchase in three model types

– PAC 1045, PAC1 080, PAC 1200
- which differ based on the size
of the room it will serve and the
airflow volume required.
Simon Venni, country sales
manager GB and Ireland at Miele
Professional said: “Covid increased
the urgency for a solution in the
Professional environment, which
meant that we accelerated our
development process to get the
product to market.
“With both hygiene and quality
in mind, the Miele AirControl has
been designed to prevent the spread
of infection through air-borne
particles and will increasingly
play an important role beyond
the pandemic. Alongside other
measures put in place to foster a
hygienic environment, which is
crucial as indoor spaces reopen,
the air purifier can be used by a
range of businesses to keep staff
and customer safe”.

Choosing the right finance options for your business
“Many smaller businesses rely
on established relationships when
considering finance options” – this
is a direct quote from a recent report
from the British Business Bank,
which states that 75 per cent of
SMEs only considered one finance
provider in the last year.
That is great if you have a
relationship with a lender who can
provide your business with the right
finance – but not so useful if you
don’t.
Many small businesses are
not always aware of the different
options that could be available to
them, and therefore can miss out on
finding the right finance – simply
because of this information gap.
The commercial finance market
is extensive, and some products are
not always easy to understand, but
knowing what type of products are
available is a first step to accessing
them. Some of the key options are
explained below by ASC Finance
for Business:
Working capital loans: You
have heard the saying – “Cash is
King”. A business needs working
capital to operate, whether it is
for growth, or simply to pay
for stock, wages, or other
expenses. Working capital
loans are useful when looking
to improve immediate cash
flow and can be provided on
a secured or unsecured basis.
Secured or unsecured
business loans: A secured
loan will have your property
(or building, equipment,
or anything high value) as
a security in case you are
not able to keep up with
the repayments. Unsecured
loans are similar but riskier
for the lender as there is
nothing to back up your loan
repayments. Many business
loans are unsecured, but to
ask for higher amounts it is
generally required to have a
‘security’.
Overdrafts: Some lenders
can provide a business with an
overdraft facility. The limit is
often reviewed every year and
it has a pre-agreed interest rate.
Businesses will be charged
only on the amount they use.
Commercial mortgages:
A commercial mortgage is
similar to any other mortgage
but targeted to commercial
purposes. It can be possible
to secure lower interest rates as
lenders are keen on the security
provided by commercial
property.
Bridging loans: A bridging
loan is a form of short-term

finance where the borrower is
awaiting future income (e.g. from
the sale of a property, or a long-term
loan), but wants to access finance
quickly and therefore needs to
“bridge” the gap. Bridging loans
can be quite expensive, but the key
advantage is that they can be drawn
down quickly.
Invoice discounting: Invoice
discounting is a specific type of
finance which helps businesses
with their cashflow. The business
effectively sells an invoice to the
lender, to get their payment up
front. The lender is then repaid
once the business receives their
income from their customer. This
form of finance can be particularly
useful for businesses whose clients
have long payment terms.
Asset finance: Helps businesses
acquire an asset and spread the cost
over time. Asset finance can also
free up valuable working capital.
Peer-2-Peer: Peer-2-Peer
finance is a newer way of raising
capital. Instead of borrowing money
form a single lender, the business
effectively takes out multiple small
loans from lots of individuals – the

provider simply ties all the loans
together. It is a way of accessing
finance without the need of a
traditional bank.
So, you can see, there are
many options available to small
businesses, but it is important to
know which ones are right for
you. Applying for finance can be
really confusing and this is why it
is important to have someone you
trust working on your side. Having
a broker can help you navigate the
process more easily, and there
are different hurdles that having
a broker can help you overcome.
Henry Ejdelbaum, managing
director of ASC an independent
business finance broker established
over 50 years ago, comments that
“As one of the leaders in commercial
finance in the UK, we speak daily
to small business owners who
aren’t always aware of the different
options for finance which might
be available to them. By speaking
to someone who understands the
marketplace, and knows which
lenders have the appetite to lend, we
ensure that businesses are presented
with options which work for them”

WEB

Online solutions

Customer portals
for process optimisation
Master data maintenance,
ordering and inventory.
From the customer directly to the laundry.
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About Matthew Barker …
Barker MD is Matthew Barker who joined the family
business in 1990 and in 2000 bought the company
from his father, re-branding to become Barker Group,
which is now simply known as Barker, a specialist
laundry and drycleaning business based in Dorset.
The Barker family has been involved in
drycleaning for three generations. Matthew says:
“We are dedicated and driven to building on and
improving the skills and traditions that have been
passed down through the family. We are incredibly
proud of Barker for all that it has achieved and the
respect that it has gained worldwide. It is steeped in
history and has a heritage that dates back to 1861.”
Barker might be a Dorset based business but it

is managing to make a big impact across the sectors
it serves in the UK and is fast establishing itself
quite a formidable international reputation too.
Now one of the largest domestic laundries in the
UK, the family run high- quality fabric care and
manufacturing business specialises in a range of
products and services, from laundry to shirt making.
Under Matthew’s experienced and ambitious
steer, the Barker brand has gone from strength to
strength and now boasts Barker Laundry, Barker
Collection and Barker Collars.
Community has always been incredibly important
to Matthew, who took it upon himself to set up
MyTIME Young Carer’s Charity in 2014.

On his industry career …
Let’s face it, laundry and drycleaning
is not the first thing that comes to
mind to a child of any age when
asked what they want to do when
they grow up! Having grown up
surrounded by it, my grandfather
was a pioneer of the industry,
my uncle and father were both
drycleaners, it was the last thing

I wanted to do.
Instead, the love of motorbikes
and a knack of stringing words
together, started me off as a
trainee staff writer for a motorbike
magazine then moving to a local
freesheet newspaper. When that
folded, and after a spell crewing
yachts in the marine trade, the

I would love to see more cohesion
and cooperation within the
industry at all levels as well as a
concentration on quality rather
than quantity. It is the hospitality
industry that is making the
margin and they need to value
laundries more.

drive to enter business was too
much and in 1998 I started my own
advertising periodical – a success
until interest rates went through the
roof, recession hit and advertising
dried up – so that had to end.
But there was a glimmer of
hope; my father needed a driver
at the laundry to cover holidays
and I needed the cash; the rest as
they say…….
I started in the industry at 25.
At 35, I bought the company from
my parents, allowing them to retire.
At 40, a fire and subsequent battle
with insurers, nearly finished the
business, and me! At 50+, we have
fully recovered, built on all the
lessons learnt, diversified into other
areas and, despite a pandemic and
slashed revenues, continue to thrive.
This is a tough industry, even
in good times, but it is constantly
evolving and full of opportunity.
I believe Barker has moved well
with the times.

On industry developments …
Fabric care is one of the oldest
industries, it is just the way we
deliver and present it that changes.
Right now, we are experiencing
fundamental change. Two decades
of increasing disposable fashion,
increasing high street property
costs, and the continual march
to undercut rivals with price.
But what I see is a trend towards
more expensive quality attire and
a growth in the care market. I see
a revolution on the high street
where the old town centre will be
a more residential hub with smarter
apartments above artisans’ shops
rather than department stores.
As with every aspect of this
industry, it is all about people. If
we are trying to attract customers
who respect us and what we do, we
need to be smarter, in thought and
appearance. And we need to respect
our customers, our staff and our
suppliers. Of all the training that
we provide to our staff, it is the
‘Care for our customer, colleague
and ourselves’ piece, that I feel
is the most important… that, and
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how not to iron your hand by
concentrating!!
In our industry, personal
laundry is the biggest growing
segment. This is a great opportunity
for retailers not already engaged.
Service washes and fully finished
laundry now account for over 50
per cent of our retail revenue. Of
that, 20 per cent of retail revenue is
from collection and delivery around
the branches.
We have some 3,500 domestic
delivery and collection laundry

clients and cover Greater London
and Central Southern England.
We are extremely proud to hold
a Royal Warrant and our clients
include royalty, landed estates and
many other notable clients. The
pandemic has actually stimulated
growth on this side of the business
and referrals from our loyal clients
have been strong. It has helped
reinforce our understanding of the
strength of our brand and how our
outstanding customer service is
valued.

On sustainability …
There was a time when everyone
was concerned about the use of perc.
This is barely an issue nowadays,
and nothing when compared to the
amount of plastic that is used to
cover drycleaning and laundry. I
am pleased that there is a growing
awareness within the industry to
address this and we are working
hard to do our bit. Over the last three
years we have actively reduced our
use of single use plastic by 90 per
cent. We have converted almost 95
per cent of our domestic laundry
customers to long lasting laundry
boxes which, whilst still plastic,
have a 20-year life span.
In our drycleaning division we
have removed polythene packaging

Be Clever, be Courteous, be
Convenient and be Clean
in our branches, and we have
introduced re-useable garment
covers in all our stores and these
are proving very popular with
our customers, as well as looking
extremely smart and professional
and doing a great job of protecting
clothing items.
Whilst it’s recognised that
we shall never lose plastic, as it’s
probably one of the most effective
wrappers ever invented, the way
in which we use it and handle it

will make all the difference to the
future of our planet.
I am confident that the industry
is doing its bit to clean up the world,
but we could always look better.
I have worked hard on our brand
image, tone of voice and clean look
and will continue to do so. I hate
to see an unwashed delivery van.
It is the same with our shops, why
would you not have a clean shop
with a clean look? We are in the
business of clean!

why would you not have a clean shop with a clean look?
We are in the business of clean!

On industry collaboration …
I cross both sides of the industry laundry and drycleaning. Having
said that, I am apart from most other
laundries, concentrating almost
wholly on domestic laundry rather
than industrial. Drycleaners are
now without an association at all,
but I am not surprised. The majority
of independent drycleaners have
operated autonomously for years,
unwilling, it seems, to learn and

develop.
Lau nd r ies a re h ig hly
competitive and thrive in an
environment of consolidation and
rebirth. Billy Butlin once said, “If
I get enough laundries to quote,
they’ll be paying me to do my
laundry”, nothing has changed in
the last 60 years.
I would love to see more
cohesion and cooperation within

the industry at all levels as well as
a concentration on quality rather
than quantity. It is the hospitality
industry that is making the margin
and they need to value laundries
more. With drycleaners, it will
be the fittest that survive, the
ones that are charging correctly,
delivering quality from smart
locations.

News

Fox Energy Report
With the next phase of restrictions
lifted in May, businesses in the
hospitality sector and beyond were
keen to open their doors again.
However, one factor all businesses
post Covid need to consider is the
effect the pandemic may have on
their energy status. Due to the
number of businesses in these
sectors facing a perilous future,
energy suppliers have become
increasingly cautious of taking
on risk.
Many are asking for hefty
security deposits or applying
costly risk premiums to prices to
cover what they see as additional
risk – the energy suppliers do
not want to be left holding onto
debt should a supplied company
fail! Some suppliers are taking
an even more cautious approach,
withdrawing prices altogether and
not taking on new clients for the
foreseeable future.
Others are now beginning to
enforce a clause in many supply
contracts known as a ‘take or pay’
clause which requires a contracted
company to use a set amount of
energy during the contracted term.
This is typically 80 per cent – 120
per cent of their estimated annual
contracted usage or face penalty
charges. While some energy
suppliers have waived their right
to apply this clause, many have

not, and some businesses will
return to work and discover an
expensive hidden surprise on their
invoice.
In May, colder weather
and limited renewable power
generation continued to drive
both the gas and electric markets
upwards, seeing nearly a 15-20
per cent increase in prices over
just a few days. Coupled with
increases in the oil markets and
further cooler weather as we
moved through May, the markets
were expected to reach unusual

highs for this time of year. The
UK currently has minimal levels
of gas stored to accommodate this
abnormality and supply levels will
be tested even further as the colder
period continues.
Unexpected outages to the
Norwegian ‘Troll’ gas and oil field
in the North Sea, further serve to
increase a turbulent marketplace
along with a very quiet Liquified
natural gas (LNG) schedule with
only a handful of vessels due to
arrive this month.

Thousands of Parts For Hundreds of Machines

When You Need a Part or Spares For a Machine Contract

Commercial Laundry Parts and Spares
Free delivery on Orders Over £150
Nationwide Delivery Available

01254 946312

www.commerciallaundryparts.co.uk sales@commerciallaundryparts.co.uk
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NEW INSTALLATIONS

AGS supplied and fitted two Electrolux washers, namely WH6-14
Compass Pro washer and a WH6-20 Compass Pro washer, to a care
home belonging to the Springdene Care Home Group in Enfield.

Industrial
Laundry
Equipment
Limited
(ILE) recently
completed
this install
for Shibori
in Leicester.
They supplied
two economy
washers,
a 100kg
premium ILE
washer and a
100kg dryer.
They are using
the machines
as part of a
clothing dying
process with
great success.

Dan Lloyd
at Brewer
& Bunney
is finally
seeing the
months
of hard
work come
together for
their client
Kaboodle
based in
Barnstaple,
Devon.

WWW
CleanEx2022

NEW DATES: April 24/25 2022
info@megevents.co.uk | megevents.co.uk | Tel: 0118 901 4471
w w w. ca ra se l l e. n e t

020 7267 5003

BOOST PROFITS with our Clothes-Care products
“These Pet Hair Removal
Rollers are by far the best!
A truly great product ”

D.L.S.

Drycleaning & Laundry Services

www.dls.co.uk • 0800 085 3063 • @dlsedinburgh
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Now celebrating their 23rd anniversary, Master Dry Cleaners (Masterclean) have recently taken delivery of DryStream TOUCH Premier Plus
EPoS systems at all of their six London branches making this a massive asset to the business for 2021 and beyond. The company provides a
friendly and professional service to customers that’s now enhanced with the help of their new DryStream installations. Accompanied with
DryStream BackOffice software, management can remotely check on activity at each branch and all without the need for never-ending monthly
fees and charges.

Mitey Cleaning was based in a garage struggling to do 300kg a day.
With all this equipment installed by Brewer & Bunney the owners,
husband and wife duo Phil and Tina, are now breezing through 800kg
with capacity to spare.

Mel from E1 Dry Cleaners visited the IMS/Unit Steam showroom
with a handful of jackets and put the Iride jacket former through its
paces and found the results outstanding. Having placed the order, the
jacket former was delivered and installed in place of one of the three
Hoffmans E1 already had. Mel quickly commented, ‘it’s a work saver!’

Do you have an installation story to share with readers?
If you’d like your installation featured in a future issue of Laundry & Cleaning Today then send a photo and some brief details
about the installation and the equipment to the team by emailing editor@laundryandcleaningtoday.co.uk
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SHOP WINDOW
BOILER

CHEMICALS LAUNDRY

DRYCLEANING MACHINES

01255 224500

Service Machinery Limited

www.steamboilers.co.uk

We know BÖWE

Machines from 9 to 200kg
For Perc or MutiSolvent®
e.g. Hydrocarbon, GreenEarth®,
SolvonK4, HiGlo, Intense or
SENSENE™

BOILER BROKERS
Twin Industries
International
BOILER BROKERS
FOR ALL INDUSTRIAL BOILERS
Free, totally independent service, linking
enquirers with appropriate suppliers.
• Steam • Hot Water • Thermal Fluid
New • Reconditioned • Hire
Save time and money with one phone call
No. 1 Hartley Mews, Hartley Wintney
Hampshire RG27 8NX
Tel: 01252 845521
Email: sales@twin-industries.co.uk
www.boilerbrokers.com

BOILERS, REPAIRS
AND RETUBING

BÖWE PremiumLine Black Forest P18 - 18kg

There is no finer machine to build
your business around.

COMPUTERS/EPOS SYSTEMS

Call now to find out what a new BÖWE
can do for you. From just £15/day.
BÖWE iLine Pi360 -18kg

www.sermacltd.co.uk

0845 680 1792

sales@sermacltd.co.uk

The best EPoS systems
for dry cleaners
& laundries
• Hardware, software,
installation, training & support

Steam Boiler
Services

• Steam / gas pipe work and
associated boiler
maintenance and repairs.
• Sales / services 24-7
Nationwide
• Industrial Gas Safe Registered
Engineer
• Good range of second-hand
Boilers always in stock
Tel: 07941707331

• Buy outright
or lease over 1-5 years

No monthly charges

020 8441 0102

www.drystream.co.uk

The Industry’s Choice since 1993

CLOTHES CARE

w w w. ca ra se l l e. n e t
020 7267 5003

DO YOU WANT TO
BOOST PROFITS?
…and repeat business by selling our
wide range of Clothes-Care products
Roller Brushes, Moth Killers, Garment
Covers, Clothes Hangers & lots more…

ADVERTISE IN

NEW

DATE

2022

2022

Don’t miss

THESE PAGES

The UK’s only exhibition dedicated to the
laundry, cleaning and textile services industry

FROM

24&25 APRIL 2022

£180 + VAT

Ascot Racecourse

Visit two trade shows in one
CleanEx is now incorporating
Hospitality Expo
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Register your place
bit.ly/CleanExattend

The currently climate has made it more important
than ever to reach out to your audience.
Laundry & Cleaning Today are continuing to connect
with the industry through the magazine, website,
social media and newsletters.
Whatever your message. Whatever your budget. Talk
to us today to get your message out there.

DRYCLEANING SUPPLIES

FINISHING EQUIPMENT

4 Rhodes Street, Castleford, West Yorkshire WF10 1LE
Tel: 01977 512152/518874 Mob: 07785 931863/07770 738676
www.centre-service.co.uk E: info@centre-service.co.uk

Spares, Service
Installation
Press Clothing, Ironer Clothing
Visit our website and order online

LINEN - BED AND BATH

VISION IS DEDICATED TO
PROVIDING THE HIGHEST
QUALITY, ETHICALLY
SOURCED BED, BATH
AND TABLE LINEN TO THE
LAUNDRY INDUSTRY.
CONTACT VISION TO ORDER TODAY

01254 589 550
visionlinens.com

LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT

LAUNDERETTE SPARE PARTS

SPARE PARTS
VISIT OUR NEW ONLINE
ORDERING SITE
WWW.LPD.CO.UK
OR CALL
01642 768 995

RELY ON US TO SERVICE
YOUR MACHINES WITH
OFF THE SHELF PARTS
SAVE
25%
ON OUR

STANDARD
DAY RATES AND
BREAKDOWN

20%
OFF
OUR PLANNED

PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE
PROGRAM (PPM)

SERVICE
GUARANTEE
ON MOST MAKES
AND MODELS

QUALIFIED
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS
REQUIRED

HIGHLY COMPETITIVE
SALARY, GAS SAFE A
CLEAR ADVANTAGE

POSTERS-PARTS-SUPPLIES

LAUNDRY MACHINE
PARTS SPECIALIST
(MOST MAKES)

020 8311 1382

CALL 01254 671 155

www.grpps.com
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LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT

20KG
45lbs
£4095
14KG
30lbs
£3450

28KG
62lbs
£5495

9KG
20lbs
£2495

13KG
30lbs
£2495

25KG
55lbs
£3195

2 X 20KG
2 X 45lbs
£6450
2 X 13KG
2 X 30lbs
£4995

enquiries@mach1-engineering.co.uk
07956 216 307
Complete laundry solutions:
Wet cleaning
Laundry
Roller irons
Ozone cabinets

Super 8 green machines reducing utility
bills! Optional AGS mech accepting coins,
tokens and cashless payments!
In stock for immediate delivery!

Official supplier of Renzacci
laundry equipment

The most energy efficient machinery on the market; don‛t ask us ask our competitors!
T: 01277 899664/616

E: info@agslimited.co.uk

W: agslimited.co.uk

TRUCKS AND TROLLEYS

LAUNDRY
SPARES
MADE SIMPLE.
Over 20,000 parts at the click
of a button or the end of the
phone.

A R Materials Handling Ltd
Bag Trolleys to suit every application
Textile or Plastic Bags accommodated
Available in many styles and colours

08000 546 546

Lidded Bag Trolley | Single Bag Trolley | Hamper Bag Trolley | Double Bag Trolley | Folding Bag Trolley

laundryspares.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1706 225434
E-mail: sales@armh.co.uk Web: www.armh.co.uk

WEDDING DRESS PRESERVATION BOXES

TRAINING

ADVERTISE IN
Full UK and Europe Coverage
Industry Trainer / Examiner
Independent Consultant
SED Reports
Garment Analysis Reports
Modern Apprenticeship Trainer
Guild Approved Trainer

colin@totalfabricsolutions.com
01698 306276
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tarheelcentre@gmail.com
07580151270

THESE PAGES
FROM
£180 + VAT

CLASSIFIEDS
SHOPS & BUSINESSES FOR SALE

Fe n t o n B u s i n e s s S a l e s
Solely for the Dry Cleaning & Laundry Industry
www.fentonbusinesssales.co.uk

LONDON – Unit T/O
£4,800pw Rent £24,000p.a.
VERY PROFITABLE
£197,500+sav Offers
DC2073

LONDON – UNIT
T/O £7,500pw RENT
£45,000p.a. Retirement
£320,000+sav DC2058

SURREY – Unit T/O
£73,000p.a. Lease Rent
£12,000p.a. £54,950 +sav
DC2053

HERTS – Unit & Receiver
T/O £6,900 pw RENT
£42,400p.a. £250,000+sav
DC2075

SURREY - Unit T/O
£2,500p.w.+ Lease Rent
£15,000p.a. £90,000+sav
FREEHOLD, Business &
3 Bed Accommodation
£640,000 DC2044

ESSEX - UNIT T/O
£1800pw. Lease Rent
£13,500p.a. Rates £0.
Retirement Sale High
Margins £65,000+sav
DC2054.

KENT - Laundry/
Ironing Business T/O
£1,800pw Rent £7,800p.a.
£62,500+SAV DC2077

Hertfordshire -Unit T/O
£5000 pw Rent £27,000
£249,000 +sav Offers.
DC2066

LONDON – Unit T/O
£1,400p.w. Lease Rent
£16,500p.a. £30,000 +sav
Offers DC2038
LONDON – Unit T/O
£2,600p.w. counter
Lease Rent £12,500p.a.
£65,000+sav OFFERS
DC2048

LONDON – Receiver
T/O £41,600p.a. Lease
Rent £10,000p.a. £15,000
DC2043

DC2077
HAMPSHIRE – Unit T/O
£2500 p.w. Rent £18,500pa
£80,000+sav DC2076

email admin@fentonbusinesssales.co.uk
Call Cherie on 07414 582575

FULLY EQUIPPED DRYCLEANERS
IN HERTFORDSHIRE
Shop is unopposed in a parade of shops
Rent, Rates and Service charge £11,000 p.a.
All equipment included
Price: £79,950
Tel: Osman on 07931 740776 or email
panachedrycleaners@gmail.com

SURREY – Ironing
Business. T/O £4,000p.w.
collection & delivery Lease
Rent £6,500p.a. £120,000
Offers DC1947
LONDON – Receiver T/O
£1,000pw Rent £12,000p.a.
£40,000+sav OFFERS
DC2074

LONDON T/O £1,800
per week. Rent £21,750
pa £55,000 DC2055
REDUCED
LONDON – T/O £2,700
pw Lease £18,000p.a
£90,000+sav DC2069
REDUCED

RETIREMENT SALE

CARDIFF – Laundrette
& Receiver Net Proﬁt
£30,000 Rent £12,000 p.a
Rates £4,900p.a Modern
Equipment £40,000+sav
DC2070 REDUCED

DC2070

To sell your business
or machinery

Recommended Solicitors

Mark Ashton & Co Solicitors (01273) 236750
Hamed Ovaisi 01323 407555

Owners wishing to sell call Cherie Hall on 07414582575

Call on 0118 9014471 or email
info@laundryandcleaningtoday.co.uk

CleanEx2022
April 24/25 2022

ONE LAST STAND REMAINING!!
SPONSOR THIS EVENT!!

To avoid disappointment call now
HEADLINE SPONSOR

info@megevents.co.uk | megevents.co.uk | Tel: 0118 901 4471
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News

Aberdeen laundry business reopens
a year after smoke damage
Aberdeen Laundry Services (ALS)
is celebrating after finally being
able to reopen following a fire at
the chip shop next door in May
last year.
Although the f lames did
not spread to the laundry, there
was extensive smoke damage
throughout the unit.
Lynn Taylor, manager at ALS,
said: “It’s been a tough 11 months
but we’re so happy to finally be
reopening.
“The store was all locked up
and everyone was ready to go
home when the fire happened.
“Because it was a chip fat fire,
everything went up in flames quite
quickly. We had a lot of smoke
damage, but the chip shop was
absolutely gutted.”
It has taken almost a year to
repair the damage and get the store
ready to reopen while working
within the restrictions, and ALS
recognises the team effort and
wishes to thank the following for
helping them get back to business:
Girbau (Carole Wise) who supplied
roller iron and washing machines;
JLA (Richard Carr) who supplied
d r yers and ironing tables;
Kingdom Machinery (Michael
McLaughlin) who supplied
drycleaning machines, spotting
table and steam cabinet and Direct
Laundry and Steam Installations
(Colin Marsh) who stripped out
and refitted equipment.
ALS has been operating since
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1898 and now has premises in
Aberdeen, Glasgow, Keith
and Inverness, including three

commercial and drycleaning sites
in Aberdeen.
ALS provide services to MOD,
NHS, oil and gas industry and

major lifeline service providers.
Services provided include linen
hire, customer own goods,
workwear rental and cleaning,
drycleaning and repairs.
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